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the idea of a
mormon university

ARTHUR HENRY KING

the word university originally meant a community and
one may expect of a community that its members are bound to
one another in bonds of affection and mutual aid the word
is reminiscent of the medieval guilds it is not pretentious
it gives the impression that the members of the university
pursue a craft rather than something more highfalutin and in-
deed culture grows from learning skills it does not follow from
the superimpositionsuper imposition of ideas for example in order to enter the
world of musical culture beyond self indulgent daydreamingday dreaming
or orgiastic dancing we need to learn to read music to fol-
low musical structure and to play at least one instrument
these are skills that make us exact and open up something
beyond

there is another sense of university the cosmos let us
keep in the back of our minds for the university two ideas to
which I1 shall recur at the end fellow feeling and totality

all other universities than brigham young university are
products of an alien religion or an apostate church or are
imitations of such products it is true that one root perhaps
the most important one is in the athenian academy the
word academy was the name of a garden a hortus conclusus

A forum address given 22 june 1972 at brigham young university
dr king a well known british administrator and academic is a recent

convert to the church he has served many years in various positions on the
british council and has been twice decorated by the queen for public
service ending as assistant director general As a professor of english he
has taught at lund and stockholm universities in sweden at teheran and
karachi universities and is currently teaching at brigham young university
he has written many articles and books on sixteenth and seventeenth century
literature and on teaching english to foreigners
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a paradise a place shut off from the rest of the world where
one might delight in leisured study and above all in discussion
with other people the muslims took over the tradition of
learning from the greeks and developed in spain in the mid-
dle east and in the indian subcontinentsub continent paradise gardens
of knowledge like the western university no wonder for the
first european universities grew in part from the impulse of
the arab example

the universities in europe rose though sometimes rebelli-
ously under the tutelage of the roman catholic church they
were characterized by the heresy of celibacy celibacy was
the norm of the universities of the middle ages it was of
course pseudo celibacy it did not connote purity but the
fact that the university was founded and carried on as a
celibate group has brought about certain phenomena in the
modern university which are due directly to that heresy
the inbreeding of the university the conceit and egocentricity
of university faculty throughout the world to which the fe-
male relatives of university professors can testify and the
preference for male over female company academics do not
normally mature it is more difficult to grow up when you
are clever the clever man is all important to himself he
can get away from his family into research or conviviality so
much of politics of writing or scholarship is and has been
carried on in this way where additional hiding away comes
under the influence of drugs nicotine alcohol and caffeine

let us pass quickly by newman s idea of a university to
which we need not pay much attention it is easier to write
superficially good prose about the obvious more difficult to
write good prose about things which are genuinely new new-
man s idea of a university isis ultimately the idea of producing
gentlemen and the idea of the gentleman in the nineteenth
century at least in england as opposed to the chivalrous idea
was to give young men the opportunity to learn how to con-
trol others without seeming to do so and certainly without
the spiritual right to do so

I1 would also refer to abraham flexner s famous book pub-
lished in 1930 universities american british and german a
seminal book because it analyzes the idea of the heretical uni-
versity at its best what lies at the back of flexner is not
what liehelleile sees inin british and american but what he saw in
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german universities and what the USA saw in germany
because of course the german university has had a consid-
erable influence on american universities the important
points about the german university have been the supremacy
of the professor coupled with the supremacy of the idea of
research it was the institution of a leisured bourgeois society
and it produced the prime of the idols which will be dealt
with below the idol of the study

the university ideally conceived inin the nineteenth century
and as still pursued in some british universities is freedom
from the social environment the ability to contract out of the
community at large which is represented by the college and
the campus the ivory tower the hortus conclusus the garden
the BYU campus goes back to plato s garden and the muslim
oasis of learning but this freedom is from the community
not freedom to serve the community not freedom inin the com-
munity on the other hand there is the mormon tradition
it is supremely one of work work for the lord the power to
work is the second greatest of virtues caring is the greatest
and work should spring from caring and work will be
dominant even more so than here in the celestial kingdom
one of the infirmities of the terrestrial and telestial king-
doms will be the lack of work the inhabitants will not want
it and will not even be bored though spiritually limited
for lack of it

I1 need hardly remind you of two major points made by
brigham young with which we are all familiar one is that
all truth is part of the gospel the other that we must teach
everything with testimony these are our heritage from brig-
ham young a generous minded man now subjects at a
university may support widen give evidence of testimony
they may be taught as testimony testimony comes into them
all testimony therefore is not to be shrouded in particular
institutions on the campus it goes everywhere and permeates
everything it has as much to do with physics as with english
I1 think of nils bohr that danish physicist nobel prize winner
who is reported to have said that he owed his discoveries more
than anything else to the reading of shakespeare that may
seem odd unless we have read that apparently frivolous book
called the double helix about the discovery of the form of a
genetic molecule by a young american in cambridge he tells
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exactly what happened during the days when he progressed
towards that discovery it is worth reading to realize that
great discoveries in science like great writing come ultimately
from call it what you like intuition I1 would call it inspir-
ation the wind apparently blowethflowethbloweth where it listeth but can
anything worthwhileworth while happen on any university campus with
which the holy ghost is not involved

however brigham young university is a mormon uni-
versity in an american cultural setting and mormonscormons have
not had the same attitude towards the american cultural setting
after 1890 as they had before 1890 when I1 speak of the
american cultural setting moreover I1 am thinking of the
united states as the leader of all western society and there-
fore that which is characteristic in western society nowadays
has for the most part come from or been spread wide by the
united states this country is now predominantly responsible
for western culture generally for western civilization it is
best exemplified here in its vices and in its virtues

let me remind you of a phrase that a BYU man is said to
have used of the pomp of commencement clothed in the
robes of the false priesthood these caps and gowns are the
rags and relics of the apostate church what are they doing
on mormon backs and heads they are symbols of compro-
mise at their best they are indications that we have arrived
and want the world to see that we are like everybody else
now we should not want the world to see that we are like
everybody else in any other respect than that we are brothers in
christ because it is back to christ that we wish to bring them
and it is very much more difficult to bring a man back to
christ if you and he both wear caps and gowns they convey
the wrong sense of self importance

the obvious object of BYU is to serve the church for
whether we have grown up in it or are converts to it if we
believe in the church we believe that it is the most important
organization on this earth the instrument of god s will that
christ is its head and therefore that anything that the
church sets up must be finally and ultimately to serve
the church this means that BYU serves the church as a
servant in that full sense in which servant is used in the
new testament in the sense of ministers we are the servants
of the church
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in considering how to serve the church on campus many
of us think that BYU ought to be like other universities for
this that and the other reason and yet at the same time the
same people want BYU to be different and better which indeed
it should be ends and means come in here it is no good
pursuing means that will change or even obliterate the end
to use divine means to any other than divine ends and to use
means that will change your divine end to something else is to
be satanic when we wear those robes of the false priesthood
we are more tempted to do satan s work ends and means
need sorting out

I1 ask this fundamental question it is the main question
that I1 have to ask because it is the one that subsumes all the
other questions in this context why do we have to be like
other american universities why do we have to be like any
other western university at all since these are ultimately
heretical phenomena all other universities in the world ex-
cept this one are in decline they are in moral decline and
therefore they are also in intellectual decline for the one will
follow from the other and follow fast as it is already doing
I1 notice in the universities I1 know that as members of the
staff become more cynical agnostic atheistic so are they in-
clined to earn more money to wish to become TV person-
alities or to act as international consultants instead of paying
more attention to their own students they explain that they
are not well enough paid and therefore have to earn money
on the side the idea of the universitasuniver sitas of fellow feeling the
idea of the bond between teacher and taught shrinks because
where the staff is cynical and sseiselceiselfselgf centered the students rapidly
become so too some colleagues at BYU believe at the bottom
of their souls that the grass is greener on the other side of
the fence I1 have spent most of my life in the grass on the
other side of the fence it is plastic that is why it holds its
color so well and needs no watering

I1 now come to four images which have been imported
from the surrounding culture into BYU and which I1 think
are idols the first I1 have already mentioned the idol of the
study the most rooted idol of them all second the idol of
the grade third the idol of the hammond organ and fourth
the idol of the cougar they represent different things which
are all heretical and all opposed to what we are trying to do
in this university
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first of all the study the isolation the sense of relief
in sitting by yourself in a comfortable chair at a large desk
or in reinvolving yourself with experimental apparatus what is
the research for what does learning for its own sake mean
all learning at BYU should be for god s sake not for its own
sake directly speaking of learning for its own sake we set
up learning as an idol independent of god here are some
examples 1 I have to give examexamplespes from what I1 know best
if I1 gave examples from what I1 know less I1 should be in-
accurate so those from whose areas the examples come will
remember there are equally good examples elsewhere why
do we study a language at BYU the church has missions
in many of the countries whose languages we teach on
campus why is there not a closer relationship between our
language departments and the language training mission

which seems to be developing better ways of teaching langu-
ages than the group mimmemmimmel it was using a year or two
ago Is the research that we carry out on campus in the
language departments concerned with what our missionaries
are doing in the relevant countries and with the conditions in
those countries the more we know about a country cul-
turallytu rally and about its language the better able we are to
teach that language the better our mission effort should be
because the better we prepare ourselves the more the holy
ghost will bless us he will not make up for deserved failures
nor for our own failings but he will help us when we do
our best and crown our successes to what extent should
1

pure research so called because I1 regard from the church s

point of view pure research as morally impure be pursued
at BYU when it is pursued elsewhere and we can make
use of it Is not the gospel one of application why study
the humor of rabelais when we could be doing something about
the way in which french language and culture should be
taught to our missionaries intended for france and I1 give
france as an example because inin that country of all countries
they will pay attention to how well our missionaries speak
their language

A sub idol which derives from the study as a kind of ex-
tension of the study is the department 1 I am not talking
specifically of BYU here but about what happens in univer-
sities generally the department tends through its head and
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through its staff to elevate itself above the university because
it chooses to idolize the subject what is the subject I1 would
draw your attention to professor basil bernstein1bernsteinbernsteine1 on this
matter there are subject based curricula and learner based
curricula relevant questions are what is the point of a

major do too many people take majors what is the point
of general education or honors education at BYU these last
seem to be different kinds of things from departmental edu-
cation some of us in britain have seen that subject based
curricula are and cannot fail to be conservative whereas
learner based curricula are forward looking because the initi-
ation the new thing the discovery usually comes not from
the center of a conservative department but from the periph-
eries and interstices of departments from the interrelation of
subjects subjects are formal divisions of learning they have
no more real existence than words which are formal divisions
of a sentence we should be on the side of learner based cur-
ricula against subject based curricula because subject based
curricula lead on the whole to conservatism to a situation in
which we do not develop they lead also and they tend
to lead at BYU to the use of the course as a means of pro-
viding information the course should be there the lecture
given not so much to provide information as to exemplify
method develop skills apply principles to show how learning
is organized how it can stimulate through organization and
lead through discussion to new organization if courses are
used just to pass on information and I1 have heard estimates
that no less than eighty percent of the courses on this campus
are informational then they are replacing something else
which is better suited to do this the library are we therefore
at BYU spending too much money on teaching and not enough
on library and study space the more courses we run the
fewer books students read partly because they do not have
so much time partly because they attend the courses to acquire
in predigestedpre digested form the pabulum that they should be finding
for themselves in books not simply one textbook but several
and not textbooks only but monographs this applies even
at the undergraduate but much more so at the graduate stage
what is the function of the course if it is feeding pap as

basil bernstein on the classification and framing of educational knowl-
edge in knowledge and control ed young collier macmillan co 1971
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opposed to creating genuine discussion on matters about
which the students have themselves read what is the func-
tion of the book the book has to be firmly defended nowa-
days I1 heard that some people at church college of hawaii
were saying students don t after all have to read books they
can look at things and they can take objective tests which will
find out whether they have grasped the point they don t
have to read books anyway they can t read books

why are lectures compulsory at BYU they are not at
oxford and cambridge in my first year at cambridge I1 went
to every lecture I1 could to find out what they were like in
my second year I1 made a choice and in my third year I1 went to
hardly any I1 had more important things to do to study and
to consult with my fellow undergraduates for one learns more
from one s peers than one does from faculty one s peers
are younger and usually more lively minded and at least a
proportion of them are more intelligent and enterprising be-
cause they are going out into the world and are not merely
going to remain at the university

I1 discovered also at cambridge that it is good not to study
always by yourself but to study with other students to form
student groups and share tasks

second the idol of the grade can be regarded as a kind
of mosaic concept as opposed to a gospel concept the grade
is linked with the test attitude the attitude which finds it
easy to write behavioral objectives the discipline of writing
proper behavioral objectives is good but the more important
a process is the more difficult it is to write a behavioral ob-
jective for it I1 could readily write behavioral objectives for
small less important parts eg scansion of my current
shakespeare class but I1 do not expect that any total result
from that class could be assessed for twenty years I1 hope the
class will have its real effect in terms of what its students do
for the rest of their lives for this kind of effect testing
grading behavioral objectives the facile use of the computer
all fall short the trouble with the behavioral approach is
that it leads to pharisaism it is all very well to say that faith
without works is dead and of course it is but the reverse is
equally true if the inside man is not right then the outside
action is not right and behavioral objectives and grade giving
lead to pharisaism humbug hypocrisy and whited sepulchressepulchres
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the behavior may be correct but the heart may be wrong or
dead whatever some modern psychologists may say we all
have centers because we all have eternal spirits

what about the computer in this connection the com-
puter must be used by all in order to become a gospel as op-
posed to a mosiacmisiac tool it is dangerous in the hands of the
mosaistsmosatsts if we humanists from laziness allow only the tech-
nologists and the scientists to handle the computer then the
computer will not become as subtle as interesting and
as valuable as it should become it follows first that human-
ists should take courses in the use of the computer and second
that freshman english is not enough we must have fresh-
man mathematics we must become numerate as well as
literate and we usually arrive at the university as neither

to summarize the grade idol american civilization has been
regarded by other civilizations as being based on competition
my principal answer to such a base and you can see this
from presidential elections downwards is that the ability to
get a job does not constitute the ability to do that job tests
are produced by our civilization they are all subject to the
atmosphere and desires of the civilization which produces
them tests are not simply a flexionreflexionpreflexionre of a particular civili-
zation either they are caricatures of it because they are
simplified if one has to give grades at all and 1I think
probably that grades are anti gospel I1 would say that they
ought to be given to the groups who work rather than to the
individuals who work in the groups I1 wouldnwouldnt t mind giving
a grade to the whole of my class I1 dislike giving grades to
members of it the correlative of that view is that we should
encourage group work in our classes as I1 have tried to do
this should save time be more interesting produce more in-
telligenttell igent results and be better remembered it is to be recom-
mended as something which has the gospel in it for whatever
we are doing if we do it seriously and to the lord wherever
two or three are gathered in my name there am I1 in the
midst of them why should that not be applied to students
work as well as to divine service should not academic work
be divine service

the third main symbol is the hammond organ and its
characteristic use in the USA to play all sorts of music in-
cluding jazz the problem is of standards of cultural educaaduca
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tion I1 went to a campus banquet sometime ago and when I1

came in there was the hammond organ blaring I1 went to
another one where there was a string quartet then I1 went to
a third and there was a consort of recorders there at the
one where the hammond organ was blaring we had immedi-
ately afterwards a fine rendering of a song by hugo wolff
now cannot we see something profoundly absurd in that con-
catenation just as we must see something profoundly wrong
in the incidental music of low quality which the radio and
the TV are able to provide us with that even KSL broadcasts
on a considerable scale and that is piped in at the wilkin-
son center music and art which are intended to lull to
soothe to put to sleep to make oblivion of what we ought
to remember are enemies of the truth they are drugs the
object of art is to make you more awake to be more vigilant
to notice more things not to recline mentally on foam rubber

I1 spent an interesting evening recently with a local barber-
shop organization I1 remember western week each semester
both these organizations superficially reprehensible though
they might culturally seem contain seeds of strength shake-
speare did not despise the popular liehelleile used it and made
something superior of it we have to find the strength of our
civilization where it potentially is even when it does not
seem actually to be there and when at the same time it cer-
tainly is not actually anywhere else I1 do not regard a consort
of recorders or even a string quartet as necessarily an ideal
symbol but if barber shop and western week on campus
had something of the quality of the music played by the
consort of recorders and the string quartet we should have
arrived there has to be strength from the folk in order that
there may be a really superior culture

the encyclopedia says that the cougar never attacks man
unless provoked which would presumably mean that the foot-
ball team would not play well unless it lost its temper the
cougar is a solitary beast of prey Is it not curious that a
church which has as its head the lamb should have the cougar
for its university symbol Is it not rather like the fact that
manufacturers give cars predatory or snobbish names to en-
courage men to buy them and drive them with aggression
the most famous of these is known as a jaguar the cougar
will not lie down with the lamb until the milleniummillennium what
about the interim
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games and athletics should be for everybody when they
are highly professionalized and undertaken by a few they do
not necessarily have a good influence on the performance of
all because the special team collects together and symbolizes
the wishes and instincts of the whole and so the finer the
team the better they play the more specialized they are the
less likely everybody else is to do likewise because the gap be-
tween these and the professionalparaprofessionalpara players is too great
britain invented or first developed most internationally popu-
lar games and is not good at most of them nowadays because
it has gone on playing them in the old way that is to say
as things for everybody to do and not to take too seriously
eliot said of poetry that it was just a superior amusement
the gospel contains a sense of proportion and a sense of
humor both are aspects of humility

let us come back to the idea of a mormon university
universitasUniversitas the guild with its bond of affection universitasunwersitasUniverUnwer sitas
the whole the totality the teaching from testimony so that
what you teach is a whole and springs from the whole mind
BYU is the only university in the world which is universitasumversitasUniversirassitas
dei the university of god and if I1 might suggest a motto
for it the motto would be for god and our neighbor it
is doubtful whether the right translation of caritas is love
love is a debased word after all the idolization of adultery

in nineteenth century arts and after nor can the latin word
caritas be translated in our day by charity it can be trans-
lated by the word caring BYU should be a university of
caring the last line of ibsen s brand is han er deus
caritatisCaritatis this utterance comes paradoxically out of the ava-
lanche which is to overwhelm brand s egoistical pride he
is the god of caring



politics and society
anglo american mormonscormons
in a revolutionary land

LAMOND TULLIS

whatever else the september 1972 regional church con-
ference in mexico city has demonstrated it is that a remark-
able number of people in latin america s northern countries
are not only hearing the gospel but are accepting it with con-
siderablesiderable enthusiasm in the 196019701960 1970 decade for example
membership in mexico increased by over 435 percent the
country unquestionably ranks first among all nations and re-
gions on percentage membership growth charts the increase
in other areas of latin america is not far behind indeed
in some regions the response to the gospel has been nearly as
spectacular as in the early days of the british missions many
of us are now led to conclude that a new day of mass conver-
sions may be near this time in lands close to the heart of the
book of mormon many signs seem to point that way in-
cluding the fact that the prophets have long foretold as
much

As the church moves to encompass lands and peoples
foreign to its center moving as it has and increasingly must
across languages cultures and political and social boundaries
problems arise usually these have less to do with transferring
the saving ordinances and principles of the gospel from one
people to another than with developing interpersonal com-
municationmunication and warmth creating adequate cross cultural un

dr tullis associate professor of political science at brigham young uni-
versityversity is a specialist on latin american social problems he is the author of
lordlotlorlordd and peasant in peru A paradigm of political and social change harvard
1970 and political and social change in third world countries wiley
scheduled out in march 1973
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derstandingstandingferstandingder and fostering genuine feelings of equality of
brotherhood

the situation is especially critical when dealing with po-
litical and social maxims take as an example the political
rhetoric associated with marxism communism socialism com-
munalismmunal ism or revolution for most anglo american mormonscormonsMormons
the connotations are all negative although it is much less cer-
tain the same may be the case among many latin american
mormonscormonsMormons aside from this however whatever specific mean-
ings the words may evoke for the north american middle class
mormon odds are that they certainly will not produce similar
images for his latin american brother in the church

one anglo american mormon stationed with the agency
for international development in latin america for example
argued that indians or peasants who aggressively pressed for
the right to own and work a farming acreage large enough
for them to rise above subsistence poverty must be communists
at the time some peasants were invading huge ranch lands

at the very least he thought they would have to be led by
communists how could indians all on their own possibly
have aggressive aspirations or the organizational ability to
make them known yet the indians replied if ownership
of land is what communism is all about we re for it some
latin american mormonscormons feel the same way but there we go
again for the two communism or socialism does not mean
the same thing at all for one group it signifies degradation
for the other it is a name assigned the chance to progress
with increased freedom and dignity why the differing per-
ceptions

anglo american mormonscormons successful in cross cultural con-
tacts tell us if you want to be something other than a partial-
ly bearable curiosity in the eyes of your latin brother jump
out of the world of your own political rhetoric and into the
real one that exists in latin america american political
cliches however nice are often inappropriately applied in the
latin american situation

several years ago some US volunteer development work-
ers set up shop near lake titicacaTiticaca peru now an area of
immense deprivation once belonging to an empire which had
successfully abolished poverty the descendants of the incas
now living near the shadows of magnificent ruins built cen
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turiestunes ago by their ancestors have lost their past identity and
grandeur today they play out their short lives in the most
pathetic circumstances one could imagine the volunteers
task was to help these indians improve their living conditions
the indians for the most part were happy with the prospects
but many of the big white ranchers of the area having en-
joyed and greatly profited from cheap local indian labor

customary for centuries concluded that the volunteers were
all communists or revolutionaries who had come to destroy
the ranchers way of life and to deprive their laborers or peonsgeons
of the happiness they had always enjoyed only two of the
big ranchers brothers of german parentage and incidentally
owners of one of the more prosperous ranches in the region
voiced a contrary opinion unlike many other mestizos one
of them told the volunteers my brother and I1 do not think
you are communists just because you are working with the
indians

in the eyes of some any person who works for social po-
liticalli or economic change regardless of how christian his
goals and strategies may be is a communist a socialist a
revolutionary a marxist a bandit or a common criminal
one guatemalan army officer affirmed that young students
in his area who had dedicated themselves to bringing their coun-
try s predominantly indian population into the twentieth century
were criminal communists he knew they were because they
said they d be willing to give their lives for the poor similar
men accused christ of like sins nineteen hundred and forty
years ago then when a very hard line brazilian official
was queried about who the communists and revolutionaries
were in his country he replied anyone who is against the
policies we have for brazil that country incidentally is
now governed by a military dictatorship unhappy with and
unable to control the reform ideas and dissent of some young
braziliansBrazi lians the officers have decided to place a great many
of them in jail subject them to torture and sometimes either
force them into exile or execute them anglo american mor
mons are frequently heard to congratulate the brazilian mili-
tary for the stability and prosperity it has brought the
country bothofboth of which are true who will return the
congratulations however when the present regime collapses
as eventually it will political rhetoric is cheap it makes few
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lasting friends and a lot of permanent enemies mormonscormons
in other lands suffer so does the message of christ and
him crucified especially when those who preach it do so
at the bedside of a political religion

reform minded activists in latin america are not always
communists but they certainly do constitute one wing of the
new social revolution now shaking old latin american poli-
ticiansticians landlordsland lords and capitalists right out of their comfortable
chairs for the most part the new forces are composed of
frustrated young men and women and some of them are mor
mons they have reflected on the sorry economic and social
plight of their own lives and most of their countrymen s

they have suffered the rigidity and intransigence of an
archaic social structure which perpetuates the misery they
have concluded that some variant of socialism or marxism
or communalism revolution or anything will provide a way
to correct the problem hard core communists have of course
been harping on this theme for years now their influence
is spreading political rhetoric is cheap under the right con-
ditions it can also be very influential

protest rhetoric arises when people perceive their problems
to be unbearable in spite of words of imported trouble-
makers however revolutions occur only when selfish groups as-
sure that the problems which people believe they suffer and
about which they protest will remainremain unresolved in this regard
north america has served the interests of revolution in latin
america not by aiding the revolutionaries of course but by
helping to insure the survival of an archaic social structure
which americans themselves would not stand for a minute
in their own country rhetoric is cheap some of it is hurting
latin american mormonscormonsMormons some anglo american mormonscormons as
well as communist rhetorsrhetous are equally guilty

for the aspiring peasant awakened indian second gener
atlon urban slum dweller or university student much of the
talk about the godlessness and the lack of freedom and liberty
under non free enterprise capitalist systems that one hears in
the united states frequently makes no sense at all particu-
larly is this true among the lower social classes they and
their forebears have felt the oppression of centuries of exis-
tence under brutal capitalist conditions which the united
states has largely forgotten if indeed it ever knew now as
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the traditional past reluctantly decays in latin america and
a new modern world is within sight the angry young people
aspire to participate in it they demand opportunities to earn
bread and butter to buy land and to obtain jobs and to be
reasonably secure in both their life and their property

the appeal of revolutionary rhetoric and leadership to
these people generally is not at the level of theory or even
at the level of future reality it is at the level of practical
issues of the present moment political missionaries who
usually come from an emerging middle class preaching revo-
lutionarylutionary ideas strike a harmonious emotional note because
they talk about the exploitation the frustrated indians and
peasants daily feel about the deprivations and indignities they
and the slum dwellers and the laborers frequently suffer and
about the life to which they all aspire but which for them
remains perpetually unrealized reflecting on his present
state his aspirations and the visions opened up by socialist
rhetoric one latin american peasant affirmed that free enter-
prise capitalism had been his oppressor not his birthright it
is a different perspective all right it may be wrong but for
the peasant it is real

THE CHALLENGE FOR NORTH AMERICAN MORMONS

it takes a peculiar kind of north american mormon to
relate to the growing number of saints coming out of these
lands he needs to be more caught up in the gospel than he
is in political cliches and social rhetoric of his own land

gospel counsel along with the ordinances and rights as-
sociatedsociated with it are applicable across nations cultures and
ethnic backgrounds political and social rhetoric seldom is
indeed latin americans schooled in the history of the church
frequently remind us that when christ does establish his
kingdom on earth in its fullness most undoubtedly it will
not be a close cousin to the political social and economic
kingdom of the united states past or present at one

time mormonscormons tried to approximate transcendental principles
with the united order it failed in part because of a cul-
turally induced avarice among its nineteenth century practition-
ers some latin american villagers lacking that particular
cultural ingredient already practice some of the social politi-
cal and economic principles of the united order As they
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accept the spiritual teachings of the gospel it is no wonder
that they stand amazed at their teachers who have rejected some
of the temporal ones we wouldnwouldnt t swap you national
heritages straight across for anything one mexican mormon
told me recently we want the gospel desperately want the
gospel he said but we don t want to become too ameri-
canized in the process of getting it

while very soon the church may without our even asking
for it be happily inundated with peasants second generation
urban migrants and indians we will not find them to be
natural adherents to the social and political rhetoric of

anglo american mormonscormonsMormons moreover the new converts may
even have some fairly strong feelings against the government
of the united states america has not ingratiated itself with
the masses in the so called third world antipathy toward
the united states is not so much to be unexpected therefore
as it is to be dealt with compassionately and understandingly

what does all this mean for prospective missionaries reared
in one culture but invited to preach the gospel in another
particularly at a time when preparations are being made to
reap what undoubtedly will be a very substantial spiritual
harvest in latin america and other developing lands not
everyone in those lands of course is going to be reaped either
by the opposition or by ourselves but to be of maximum
service in that operation it seems necessary that in addition
to testimony and commitment we will need to acquire an
understanding of nay more than an understanding an
empathy for the people there and the conditions under which
they live most of all we will need to acquire an ability to
communicate with people who face an entirely different social
political and economic world from the one that either we or
for the most part our parents have known the challenge
is not the same as learning a foreign language so that cliches
can quickly be transferred from the home front to a foreign
one it is a way of thinking a frame of mind

when one preaches the gospel in latin america he will
find that for our people there its meaning while not neces-
sarily including north american political and social rhetoric
nevertheless does encompass more than sunday school classes
social experiences moral teachings for daily living and funda-
mental doctrinal principles for them the meaning of the
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gospel is also rooted to the soil of the national homeland
and to the dignity of the whole man as he stands before god
As it is therefore a gospel of hope rather than one of de-
spair its implementation in practical everyday living has
frequently taken on support dimensions different from our
own in general a more physically demanding environment
facing the saints in latin america as well as different cultural
preferences have made it so for example the gospel every-
where is the same but that is not true of the MIA the sunday
school or the welfare or social services programs these are
being tailored to meet the particular needs of diverse peoples

one thing we have accordingly noticed about many of the
saints in latin america is that acceptance of the gospel has
motivated them more than ever before to improve their
temporal wellbeingwell being as well as to strive for spiritual excellence
in both spiritual and temporal areas they have sought guidance
from the church we might cast a glance back to the
experiences of our own nineteenth century pioneers for lessons
to be learned here brigham young set up schools universities
farms factories banks cooperatives credit unions and mining
enterprises right along with chapels tabernacles and temples
so just as with those forefathers the latin american saints
have taken the hopes and vision which the gospel has given
them and have applied both to temporal as well as to spiritual
development frequently enlisting the help of the church in
both areas in the united states there is no longer as much
need for church sponsored temporal enterprises but the need
among many of the saints in latin america is as great as
it was a hundred years ago among our own pioneer forefathers
here and in several other industrially advanced nations the
church helps us with our emotional hangups and cholesterol
levels in latin america the church s helping hand in tem-
poral concerns is in areas of literacy nutrition health and
manpower training

thus as both anglo american and latin america mis-
sionariessionaries of the modern day rise to help meet the temporal
and spiritual needs of the new saints they may find themselves
becoming practitioners of brigham young s temporal arts as
well as his spiritual virtues in numerous countries our leaders
have already begun to establish chchurchurchach sponsored schools
now the call is out for medical missionaries agricultural tech
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niciansnicians teachers and so forth the purpose of the gospel is
not undermined by such endeavors it is simply made more
complete there is now a chance for those of us who are
temporally well off and in need of the spirit to unite with
brothers and sisters who can teach us much that we still need
to learn about our spiritual selves we likewise can extend
our hand to help them with temporal concerns this is an
expression of brotherhood one most completely realized when
people from different lands and cultures find acceptance in
one another s hearts as well as in their prayers this may not
be what we call socialism but it is the image that comes to
the minds of many latin americans when they think about
the word to us anglo american mormonscormonsMormons on the other
hand it is an expression of christian love

one striking example of such a relationship was initiated
by the BYU 55th ward in 1972 spearheadedSpearheaded by the relief
society the ward membership donated all the material and
over a thousand hours of time to prepare school uniforms for
a little bootstrap school in guatemala where some of our
young saints are only now learning to read and write replied
mario salazar director of the school among the cakchiqueles
1I cannot express with words my feelings of gratitude towards
you what you have done is a proof of true brotherhood of
love of christ you have made me stronger my love for
humanity has increased our children are very happy they
really like the uniforms and we do too the sizes are very
well calculated and everything else is just perfect

not only must many latin american mormonscormons forge a
clearing in a spiritual wilderness but they must also make one
in the temporal world by breaking down ancient economic
social and political traditions so that the gospel can flourish
and grow there will be resistance from governments and
vested interests there will be persecution there will also
be those of counter value systems such as communism who
will approach our people and say come do it our way
and the temptation will be great because of the clear and ar-
ticulateticulate focus the counter systems make on those things that
block individual progress and development we anglo
mormonscormons have a penchant for believing that all one needs to
do to progress is to develop his personal talents and skills and
because that is the way it has always been for us we are prone
to be ignorant of some very real structural and institutional
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blocks that impinge on the lives of many latin american mor
mons and their fellow countrymen because they are not mem-
bers of favored groups or classes they do not have our type of
freedom to meet the needs of personal development A counter
value system such as communism focuses on the removal of
those blocks if we ignore or are ignorant of their existence we
shall hinder or destroy transcultural communication with our
latin american brothers and sistesisterss though there may be
nothing we can do directly to remove those blocks our aware-
ness of their existence will help us better understand the
frustrations and anxieties of many of our latin mormonscormonsMormons

in the united states we complement gospel teachings with
all kinds of reinforcing devices applicable to our problems
and our time in latin america because of differing environ-
mental conditions some of the priorities are different while
new ones are added there our saints are drawn more to
the spiritual and temporal relevancy of brigham young than
to the social issues of people who have already made it eco-
nomicallyno more to a combination of spiritual growth social
and economic development under the aegis of the church than
they are to issues of strict separation between religion for this
life and religion for the life hereafter more to a feeling at
least a desire for spiritual brotherhood and community than
they are to replicating the politics culture and society of the
united states

I1 expect that in our lifetime we will hear of lamanite
service corps as well as the MIA of development mis-
sionariessionaries as well as proselyting missionaries of exchange
programs for temporal progress between wards here and
branches there as well as fundraisingfund raising projects for missionary
support I1 expect that we will witness a general involvement
between those of us who are economically well off and in
need of spiritual development with those of our people in
other parts of the world who are searching for both the spirit
and the daily bread to sustain life it will cost more it will
take more of our time it will demand of us in every way but
it will help us to become true disciples of christ

so what of the future A very famous christian once said
the future does not belong to communism the future does

not belong to capitalism the future belongs to god it is
therefore a future more concerned with christlikechrist like living than
with the political maxims of any given people



on listening to
jorge luis borges

EDWARD L HART

the warmth of his humanity reaches out
like force from a magnetic field
because he cannot see he speaks to the unseen
yeats spiritus mundi maybe

speaks without distraction of a vacuous face

there out of curiosity
come negligent to see the old man
before he dies

and borges speaks of his approaching death
and present blindness

with the detachment of a farmer
appraising an autumn frost

till blindness old age and time become

in his words not his but ours

and ours also ghosts of apprehensions
that dog our shadows drain our cups

di giovanni reads and borges nods

in approbation of the word or in the inflection
one cannot tell how
could the english seed have taken root
in argentina piers plowman speaks his vision

dr hart professor of english at brigham young university has published
widely in scholarly and creative journals
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or stevenson pirates his way through borges lips
and we are peeled layer by layer

of all that is not us

to ultimate core
and so exposed grown vulnerable
not shriveled to cinders but unfractionably wrapped
in english speech transformed to racial voice

that heals us in its flow
familiar though it pours from alien lips
to call us human
haling us homeward whole



the priesthood

reform movement
190819221908 1922

WILLIAM HARTLEY

most latter day saints know a good deal about the duties
and functions of the various priesthood quorumsquorums but few
appreciate the great effort required of past church leaders to
produce the well ordered priesthood programs which charac-
terize the church today since the restoration of the aaronic
and melchizedek priesthoodspriesthoods the various quorums have
been alive and functioning to a greater or lesser degree
but organized and systematic priesthood work as we know it
today actually dates from the period of 190819221908 1922 when a
specially called general priesthood committee instituted a
churchwidechurchwiseChurch wide priesthood reform and reorganization movement
under the direction of president joseph F smith

THE NEED FOR priesthood REFORM

to fully appreciate the importance of this movement we
first need to understand the priesthood practices prior to 1908
which made reform necessary at that time ninety percent
of the church members lived inin utah idaho and arizona
their stakes often covered huge geographic areas and con-
tained as many as twenty wards or as few as three individual
wards showed similar variations in sizes ranging from a dozen

brother hartley a brigham young university masters in history is a his-
torical associate in the historical department of the church
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families to fifteen hundred souls priesthood holders num-
bered about 70000 out of 400000 total church members 1

in terms of organization the priesthood quorquorumsquorurnsurns generally
lacked strong central direction presiding bishop charles W
nibley stated that as of june 1908 he had no way of becom-
ing directly in touch with the work that was being done in
the different quorums of the lesser priesthood 2 he was
soon to learn that some wards had no deacons and many no
priests and that it was common for older men to perform
aaronic priesthood functions some bishops would not ordain
their young men to a particular office until there were suf-
ficient numbers to make a quorum others complained that
they were unable to learn of elders seventies and high priests
ordained or disfellowshippeddisfellowshipped among their ward members
functioning quorums held meetings weekly or weeklybiweeklybi or
monthly depending on local circumstances individual quor
umsams in a given area frequently met on different days of the
week and rarely did many wards have regular general priest-
hood meetings most quorum meetings traditionally were ad-
journed during summer months such as the lesser priesthood
in one logan ward which concluded its 1908 meetings on
march 30 and did not commence again until november 2 a
seven months vacation 3

priesthood activity and instruction therefore were depend-
ent upon the dedication or carelessness of local bishops and
stake presidents some stakes such as granite and jordan
provided their quorums with printed systematic lesson out-
lines but more often the lesson materials were selected by the
quorums themselthemselvesves or by local officers resulting in some un-
usual priesthood meetings by our standards one lesser priest-
hood group for example divided its class time between re-
ligious lessons and such adventure books as tom sawyer the
jungle book the call of the wild pigs is pigs and frank
among the rancherisrancherosRan cheros in another case a lesson was given

general priesthood committee minutes 5 december 1911 cited herein-
after as GPC historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city hereinafter cited as HDC also joseph B keeler
first steps inin church government salt lake city deseret news 1906
ppap 676 7

2GPC 5 june 1908
GPCIGPC 4 october 1910 and 27 april 1911 also presiding bishopric policy

directives box 1I HDC and logan fourth ward priests quorum minutes
190619101906 1910 HDC

logan first ward aaronic priesthood minutes 190519101905 1910 HDC
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on the life of united states president william mckinley in
a canadian teachers quorum 5 in december 1908 a deacons
quorum in ogden went downstairs and brother
gave a lecture on ben hur 6 other bishops had their lesser
priesthood members meet with the ward mutuals to study
MIA lesson materials

despite such diverse efforts to make meetings interesting
the activity level of the lesser priesthood boys was often poor
in a provo ward for instance the deacons were assigned
to regular fast offering districts where a typical monthly col-
lection might be 2 ibslbs bacon 40c cash I11 bottle fruit 1 pk
raisins 1 can oistersaisters and 4543 ibslbs flour but the 19051903 quorum
minutes reveal that rarely did even half of these deacons dis-
tricts report any monthly collections 7 one church official
wryly observed that it was easy to get deacons to go on mis-
sions but very difficult to get them to function in their quor

8umsams
examples taken from the minutes of a successful lesser

priesthood in a canadian stake delightfully describe priesthood
practices on the eve of the reform movement in 1894 two
boys were appointed by the bishop to visit all the boys in
town and find out what preasthoodpreasthood sic they held and ask
them to come to meetings A few days later the teachers
were appointed to dig a well for a sister in the ward on one
occasion the bishop made his boys pledge to refrain from
profanity and tobacco feeling the need to get a greater com-
mitment from them helielleile requested that the boys prepare them-
selves for rebaptism all were rebaptized a month later near
the turn of the century the priests and teachers began meeting
together minus the deacons in 1901 the bishop ordained six
deacons to the office of priest the next year the boys voted
to drop their current lesson topics and begin a missionary prep-
aration course that same year their meeting night was changed
to mondays from wednesdays due to choir practice on wednes-
days for their classes the next year the quorums agreed to
study the junior mutual lessons As part of a later lesson

cardstonbardstonCard ston ward alberta stake lesser priesthood minutes 189719091897 1909 HDC
14 october 1901

ogden first ward first and second deacons quorums minutes 19061907190619071906 1907
HDC 14 december 1908

provo first ward deacons quorum minute book 190319041903 1904 HDC
IGPQGPC 6 february 1912
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11 a moral story was read but it got tiresome and was moved
and seconded that it would be stopped each summer the
priesthood meetings were discontinued so the last meeting of
spring became a special event in april 1907 all of the priest-
hood quorums joined together in a closing meeting to which
everybody else in the ward was invited including females
who provided musical numbers 0

elder J golden kimball of the first council of the sev-
enty bluntly assessed the unsatisfactory state of priesthood
quorums in 1906 by comparing them with the church auxili-
aries

the auxiliaries have been urged forward with great en-
thusiasmthusiasm everywhere from canada to mexico these organ-
izationsizat ions are to the front the priesthood quorums are
apparently weary in well doing and the officers and mem-
bers seem to think that their organizations can run them-
selves they have become lax in their work and let loose
their hold while the auxiliary organizations have taken the
right of way the priesthood quorums stand by looking on
awe struck so the auxiliary organizations are going
away up the hill and we the priesthood cluquciucluorumsquorumsorums stand
down in the valley and look on perhaps you don t like that
picture you men of the priesthood quorumsquorums but I1 tell you
there is a lot of truth inin it I1 am in favor of the priest-
hood quorums taking their proper places and if they do
not do it they ought to be ashamed of themselves for they
have the power and intelligence and they have the au-
thoritythority 10

THE systematic priesthood PROGRAM

no one was more distressed about this priesthood slackness
than president joseph F smith in april conference 1906 he
expressed his oft quoted hope that one day every council of
the priesthood in the church will understand its duty
will assume its own responsibility will magnify its calling
and fill its place in the church he predicted that when
that day came the quorums would take over the work done
by the auxiliary organizations for the lord made provi-
sion whereby every need may be met and satisfied through
the regular organization of the priesthood two years

cardstonbardstonCardston lesser priesthood minutes
seventy sixth annual conference of the church of jesus caristchristcarlst of lauerlatter

day saints salt lake city utah 190619061 p 19 cited hereinafter as
conference reports

11hdibid p 3
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later helielleile formally requested in april conference that the priest-
hood quorums become better organized and of more useful-
ness to the church specifically liehelleile asked that the lesser
priesthood boys be given something to do that will make
them interested in the work of the lord 12

to spearhead a more ordered priesthood program the
first presidency established a general priesthood committee
on outlines which served as a standing committee on priest-
hood work until its release in 1922 its primary responsi-
bility was to prepare lesson outlines for the quorumsquorums which
in turn involved it in almost all aspects of priesthood work
the committee initially included rudger clawson and david
0 mckay of the council of the twelve plus charles W
nibley orrin P miller and david A smith of the pre-
siding bishopric it was soon enlarged to nearly twenty mem-
bers half of whom brought with them valuable experience
as general board members of the sunday school the YMMIA
and religion classes

at its first meeting the committee sensed that a great
work was commencing stephen L richards felt that quorum
work had been neglected and that disinterest by priesthood
leaders was due to the lack of having a general plan to
follow joseph J cannon noted that the auxiliary organi-
zations had been actually doing the work that the quorums
should do david 0 mckay rejoiced that the plan given in
the doctrine and covenants was finally being systematized so
that each quorum would no longer choose its own course of
study rudger clawson reported that the first presidency ex-
pected that the committee s work would be the means of
bringing in a great many young men who are now neglecting
this work but it was fully realized that their work required
the combined efforts of all those in authority in order to suc-

ceed 13

priesthood problems were thoroughly investigated by the
committee during the middle months of 1908 they studied
the systematic lessons and weekly meeting plan newly devel-
oped by the seventies as well as the systematic quorum work
already inaugurated in weber granite and other stakes their
final recommendations for revitalizing the priesthood intended

121121bidibidbidjidfis 4 april 1908 p 6
GPC 5 16 and 23 june 1908
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to become operative the first week in 1909 had three main parts
first all quorums except the seventies were to meet in monday
night ward priesthood gatherings also thirty six lessons were
designed by the committee for each of these quorumsquorums to be
studied in the weekly meetings finally monthly stake priest-
hood meetings would be held to preview the next month s

priesthood work and to develop classroom teaching skills 14

but before appropriate lessons could be written for each
quorum the committee found it necessary to establish age
groupings for the lesser priesthood after 1877 it had been
customary in the church for boys at age twelve to be ordained
deacons but standard age practices for ordaining teachers
or priests or for advancing young men through the priesthood
were lacking the committee therefore suggested specific ages
at which specific aaronic priesthood ordinations should occur
bishops were then instructed by the presiding bishopric to ad-
vance boys when worthy

and unless there are special reasons to the contrary they
should be advanced in the priesthood from deacon to teacher
and from teacher to priest there can be no set age when
persons should be ordained to the variousvarious offices in the
aaronic priesthood but we suggest that as near as circum-
stances will permit boys be ordained as follows deacons
at twelve teachers at fifteen and priests at eighteen years
of age 15

the committee s proposals were introduced and approved
at october general conference then at special priesthood con-
ventionsventions in november and december in every stake in the
church acceptance was enthusiastic seventies quorums asked
to be included in the new movement and were allowed to join
the regular weekly meetings which began in most wards early
in 1909 in one stake elderly high priests traveled seven or
eight miles to attend these classes even though they were

GPC 15 september 1908 high priests elders priests teachers and dea-
conscanscqns met as localized quorumsqu orums while the seventies due to theirtheltheir unique mis-
sionary responsibilities functioned as general quorums directed by their own
general authorities the first council of the seventy their organizational inde-
pendencependence caused many seventies to hold feelings of exclusiveness from other
quorums and from ward and stake leaders As a result of this reform movement
the seventies quorums became more fully integrated into ward and stake priest-
hood programs with a simultaneous decline in their importance as general
quorums in the church they became in fact standing ministers at home and
their quorum work became subordinate to the needs of the wards and stakes

presiding bishopric circular letter file I11 january 1909 HDC
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officially excused on account of age 16 lesson outlines were
ordered by the thousands the improvement era became the
official organ for the priesthood quorumsquorums one year s experi-
ence with weekly meetings reported the presiding bishopric
had confirmed the initial high hopes for

ward authorities have been brought into close and frequent
touch with the male members of their wards by means of
which they have acquired accurate personal knowledge as to
the status of those under their watchful care the social
aspects of the meetings isis altogether valuable 17

the era termed the move 11 not only a step towards the des-
tined prominence of the quorums in the church it was a
bound 18 but as with all new institutional changes it took
time for the new programs to become fully implemented and
periodically regional priesthood conventions were called to
infuse new zest into the movement during the first few
years a number of problems related to the new priesthood
work became evident and received extensive attention from
the committee

priesthood quorums did not always coincide with ward
boundaries so when weekly ward priesthood classes were
commenced there was confusion about the relationship be-
tween quorum and class particularly among high priests and
seventies when the latter began missing their seventies
meetings they received this instruction

for the convenience of men who belong to quorquorumsquorurnsurns that
are widely scattered and who could not come together
frequently for instruction owing to the distance to be
traveled a system of ward priesthood meetings has been
introduced by the presiding authorities of the church which
divides quorums that are located in more than one ward
into ward classes but this arrangement does not contemplate
excusing men from coming together in quorums as the lord
has commanded 19

by 1913 the church leaders felt it necessary to remind the

priesthood quorums table the Improveimprovementmeni era 12500 april
1909 cited hereinafter as era this priesthood quorums table appeared as
a regular monthly feature of the era and contained valuable priesthood direc-
tives and reports from the general priesthood committee all references to the
era which follow are taken from this monthly section unless otherwise designa-
ted

17presiding bishopric circular letter I11 january 1910
era 13287 january 1910
era 14841 july 1911
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church that bishops were to be the presiding high priests
over all local priesthood matters and that all quorum loyalties
therefore were subordinate to his local needs and directives 20

SUMMERS AND SUNDAYS

holding weekly meetings during the summer months was
a revolutionary practice for a majority of wards and the
change was not easily made following a thorough study of
the problem the committee reported in 1909 that

it is going to be a difficult task to continue the quorum
meetings during the summer when the strawberries are
ripe how are we to leave them an hour or two earlier to go
to meeting so with the hay the grain the fruit Is
our meeting going to be important enough to warrant our
leaving these labors once a week to attend it will not do
to work as late as usual on monday evenings if we do
we will be too tired to go to quorum meetings will we
have faith enough to feel that we will be as blessed in our
temporal affairs by going as by staying in the field at
work 21

only five out of the thirty one stakes reporting to the com-
mittee in 1910 had held summer meetings but four years
later due to continual pressure from church officials nearly
eighty percent of the wards were continuing priesthood class-
work the year round generally however wards which suc-
ceeded in holding summer meetings had to shift their meeting
times to sundays freeing the weekdays for the hard summer
farm work 22

in fact monday nights were not the preference of many
wards summer or winter therefore in late 1909 the com-
mittee proposed that priesthood meetings be on sunday morn-
ing thereby shifting sunday school meetings to the after-
noon questionnaires regarding this idea were sent by the
first presidency to all bishops voting showed only 160 in
favor and 450430 opposed so president smith decided that the
successful operation of the sunday schools should not be dis-
rupted however with written permission individual stakes
were allowed to switch their meetings from monday nights
and many did cassia stake for example argued that most

era 16648 april 1913
erdera 12573 may 1909
12GPC 29 november 1910iglo also era 17692 may 1914
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of the men were on their farms which as a rule were so far
from meeting place that regular attendance suffered and
were therefore allowed to meet on sunday nights alternating
with the mutualsMutu als other wards as mentioned adopted sunday
priesthood meetings during the summer months sometimes
as part of the sunday schools or sunday mutualsMutu als but sun-
day morning meetings did not become the uniform rule
throughout the church until the 1930s 23

PROVIDING LESSON MANUALS

the committee s primary assignment was to direct the se-
lectinglecting writing editing printing and distributing of yearly
theology lessons appropriate to the various quorumsquorums this
was a huge task particularly during the first two years when
ten new lesson manuals had to be written due to summer
adjournmentsadjourn ments and other problems many classes failed to
complete their first two manuals so 1911 was designated a
11 catchupcatch up year and no new lessons were distributed subse-
quentlyquently the committee found two means of freeing itself
from extensive annual writing assignments first among
aaronic priesthood quorumsquorums previously used manuals were
reissuedre issued every two years then starting in 1914 all melchize-
dek priesthood quorums were instructed to study the same
annual lessons

sometimes leading church writers james E talmage and
orson F whitney among them were requested to write man-
uals on specific themes receiving a few hundred dollars to
defray writing costs in other cases books already published
were selected As a result such outstanding works as tal-
mage s jesus the christ john A widstoe s A rational the-
ology joseph fielding smith s essentials in church history
and joseph F smith s gospel doctrine were popularized
among the saints as priesthood manuals 24

all assigned manuals were screened by a reading commit-
tee who referred questionable statements to the council of
the twelve it was made clear to the quorumsquorums however that
the lesson books represented opinions of the authors and
were not to be considered as authoritative statements of
church doctrine enough copies of these yearly lessons were

GPC 15 february 1910 and 6 december 1912
GPC 8 december 1922
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ordered for between twenty and thirty percent of a ward s
priesthood membership each weekly lesson was designed to
teach both theory and practice to

not only inculcate the wisdom and necessity of learning
all the instructions and principles given in the revelations
of god in good books and in nature but summons the
priesthood with persuasive voice to act upon the truths
learned and believed 25

correlation OF CHURCH TEACHING

in order to prevent unnecessary duplication of lesson ma-
terials of the priesthood quorums and the auxiliaries the first
presidency in 1914 established a correlation committee and
as more and more priesthood classes came to be held during
auxiliary class time the problem of correlation became com-
plex there was serious disagreement for example as to
what lessons should be used by boys whose priesthood class
work was part of sunday school or of sunday evening
YMMIA

david 0 mckay a recognized leader of the general
priesthood committee became spokesman in the correlation
committee for a radical solution to this problem in 1920
his plan which was given serious consideration by the gen-
eral authorities would have required that all teaching of the
auxiliaries relief society primary and the MIA and of the
priesthood be conducted in the same sabbath meeting there-
by creating literally a church sunday school day after
opening exercises in the sunday morning meeting priesthood
classes would be held for 1 high priests 2 seventies and
elders 3 priests and teachers and 4 deacons there
would be one class for mothers young ladies senior and
junior classes two primary classes and a kindergarten thus
only one weekly church lesson would be written for each
group and this would mean fewer manuals to be authored
and fewer good teachers to be called girls and women would
pursue the same courses of study prescribed for boys and men
of corresponding ages regular auxiliary and priesthood meet-
ings would then be devoted to practical duties and activities
this tight correlation plan was studied for two years and
tested on a trial basis in five wards but in 1922 the first

efaeydera 12499 april 1909
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presidency decided against it concluding that the existing
quorums and associations are competent to plan for and
execute the activities of each although for a brief period in
the late 1920s the priesthood classes were held churchwidechurchwiseChurch wide on
an experimental basis as part of sunday school 26

redirecting THE YMMIA WORK

the early mutuals had devoted much effort to providing
theological instruction for church members because the
quorums of the priesthood were not sufficiently active but
when the committee undertook to provide systematic priest-
hood manuals an important YMMIA function was preemptedpre empted
although this led brigham H roberts of the YMMIA general
board to rejoice that the priesthood had been awakened and
took possession of its proper field of activity this change gen-
erally created a widespread feeling that the YMMIA organiza-
tions had now filled their mission and are now ready to pass
away instead however the YMMIA officers redirected
that auxiliary into such theologicalnontheologicalnon areas as musical dra-
matic and other like entertainments and festivities and to
scouting field sports athletic tournaments excursions and
dances 277

PROBLEMS OF SMALLER WARDS

separate classes and lessons for all six priesthood offices
proved impractical for most smaller wards bishop nibley
noted early in 1912 that in many outlying wards there were
so few holding the priesthood that he thought it would be
best to consolidate the classes 2 A priesthood census revealed
that 177 wards had fewer than four seventies including forty
six which had none nearly 350 wards had fewer than seven
priests including seventy one wards where there were none in
225 wards there were fewer than six teachers including sixty
seven wards which had none on the average only eleven
priesthood holders attended weekly meetings in more than
half of the wards in the church to expect these to separate

GPC 2 september and 8 december 1922
mutual work era 12247 january 1909 heber J grant tlethetheileplace of the young men s mutual improvement association in the church

era 15875 august 1912 also brigham H roberts sphere of YMMIA
activities era 1618718816187 188 january 1913

GPC 5 march 1912
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into six classes for lessons was unrealistic consequently some
consolidation was allowed teachers and priests met together
in some wards all three melchizedek priesthood quorumsquorums
starting in 1914 were provided the same lesson manual there-
by making it easy for these men to have joint classes when
circumstances warranted it 29

TEACHER development
in addition to lack of numbers many priesthood meetings

suffered because of the lack of efficient teachers it was
realized that young men are so accustomed to good teachers
in the schools that they will not long retain interest in a class
where they have an indifferent or ill informed man to teach
them 30 in some areas bishops and other ward officers felt
they should be the priesthood instructors but the committee
cautioned that such men were not called to leadership positions
on the basis of teaching abilities and that only capable teachers
should direct quorum lessons yet trained teachers were scarce
stake presidents reported in 1910 that in many wards little or
nothing was being done to train and prepare priesthood or
auxiliary teachers 31

in attacking this problem the committee periodically pub-
lished teaching advice in the era also manuals on teaching
methods were distributed most stakes held monthly priest-
hood meetings where lessons were previewed and teaching
problems were discussed but despite such efforts the saints
were informed in 1915 that great chaos still existed church
wide in methods of teacher supervision A new approach
weekly ward training classes to develop teachers for all church
organizations was tried five years later 32

enrollment AND priesthood fraternity
weekly meetings lesson manuals and teacher develop-

ment were but the means by which greater priesthood activity
was sought in order to evaluate the success of these programs
the committee established a new system of record keeping
and reporting simultaneously the presiding bishopric cooper

GPC 26 march 1912 also era 1769269317692 693 may 1914
30eraera 12498 april 1909

GPC 13 december 1910
issues of the era in 1912 contain monthly teaching suggestions GPC

25 march 1915 presiding bishopric circular letter 28 december 1920
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atedabed by launching a campaign to purge and correct all ward
membership records 33

accuracy in record keeping was hampered by the practice
still prevalent by 1911 of insisting on a recommend from
the quorum where the person formerly was enrolled before
relocated members could be considered enrolled members of
priesthood quorumsquorums thus in 1912 there were 1530813308 priest-
hood members not enrolled in any quorums out of 77114
total priesthood holders despite special enrollment drives 34

the discrepancy between the real and rollbookpollbookrol lbook count of priest-
hood holders is demonstrated by the records of some of the
utah stakes that year 35

priesthood priesthood
stake holders enrolled
alpine 2346 1579
box elder 1392 498
liberty 1707 680
tooelethoele 762 53

but when the presiding bishopric instructed bishops in june
1914 that any priesthood bearer in their wards should be en-
rolled in proper priesthood classes regardless of whether he
has been received as a member of the quorum which has jur-
isdictionis in your ward the enrollment confusion gradually
subsided two years later quorum recommends were discon-
tinued 36

contributing to enrollment delinquencies and to priesthood
inactivity was the lack of comradeship felt by quorum mem-
bers in 1911 the era reported that the cultivation of the
spirit of fraternity has been neglected in most quorumsquorums 37 to
counter this special missionaries were sent out to contact all
ward and stake members to encourage priesthood participation
and by 1921 stake missionary work among members and non
members had become a permanent program in most stakes in
the church priesthood support for the MIA recreational and
scouting activities also was increased and local leaders were
urged to develop programs to keep youth off the streets to

presiding bishopric circular letter 1 january 191910iglo10
GPC 5 december 1911 and6augustand 6 august 1912ugpcGPC 5 december 1911
presiding bishopric circular letter 25 june 1914 and 9 march 1916

aera3eraerueyuera 14652 may 1911
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support saloon closing campaigns and to work with juvenile
courts 38 during this period fraternal orders and exclusive
clubs had some appeal among the saints and their fraternal
aspects were commended to the church as attributes the
quorums should develop but because scores of brethren had
disobeyed church counsel in order to join fraternities where
they could obtain inexpensive life insurance the committee
spent much energy in devising a comparable priesthood life
insurance program insurance at exact cost is certainly not
the united order its report advised but it is a preparatory
step in the right direction numerous problems however
prevented the adoption of this insurance plan 39

REVIVING THE LESSER priesthood
neglect by local authorities and indifference by many boys

were two factors responsible for what the improvement era
called an alarming situation among aaronic priesthood
boys 40 although there were as many boys between the ages
of fifteen and eighteen in 1912 as between twelve and fifteen
there were but 9300 teachers compared to 20255 deacons
the era reported that year that

neither the priesthood quorums nor the sunday school nor
any of the other organizations of the church are taking
care of a certain lot of our young people there are at
least forty percent of them boys and girls who are not
attending any of our organizations between the ages of
fourteen and seventeen 41

A primary cause of this situation was a pervasive lack of
dignity and importance accorded the callings of teacher and
priest the immaturity of ordained boys was widely criticized
one committee member for example urged that the ordination
age for deacons be raised to fifteen for as a rule boys were
too young to have this honor conferred upon them presiding
bishop nibley proposed that boys prove themselves on mis-
sions before being given the melchizedek priesthood and
temple ordinances in numerous wards aaronic priesthood
boys were not allowed to take charge of the sacrament and

3sgpcGPC 28 march 1911
GPC3gpc 28 march 1911

boera4oeraerdera 1565665715656 657 may 1912
ibid also grant the place of the young men s mutual era
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instructions regarding passing the sacrament were addressed
in a 1910 era article to elders not to holders of the lesser
priesthood the custom still continued in some wards not to
advance a deacon in the priesthood until there was reason to
ordain him an elder the committee learned that contrary
to scripture only 108 bishops out of 713 personally presided
over their own priests groups in 1912 also it was ad-
mitted by church officials that ordained priests and teachers
were too young to be the backbone of ward teaching so inin
their places acting teachers were called from among the
elders seventies and high priests 42

A vigorous campaign to make the teachers and priests
quorums of importance in the wards was launched by the
committee ordinations at the recommended ages were urged
unless there was good reason to disregard the rule in the
first year of the campaign the number of bishops personally
presiding over their priests rose from 30 to nearly 500 this
great awakening continued until the proper organization

of priests quorums was announced to the church in 1915 at
which time 60006000 out of 8830 priests were enrolled3enrolled3 A year
later specific aaronic priesthood duties based on actual ward
practices were identified and circulated for the aid of bishops
they included the followingfollowing4444

deacons
collect fast offerings assist in caring for cemeteries
messenger for bishops keep order inin meeting house
pass sacrament maintain meeting house
prepare fuel for widows and grounds

old people assist in primary work
care for the poor assist in religion class work
pass out notices actartaraaaa as ushers
pump organ at meetings boy scout work
keep church property in attend the doors

good condition distribute special notices

teachers
assist in ward teaching take charge of meetings
assist with sacrament furnish speakers singing
instructors for boy scouts etc

GPC42gpc 5 may and 10 december 1909 6 august and 3 september 1912
and 2 april 1912 era 13570 april 1910igioagio and era 15657 may 1912

bra4eraefaaeraera 1673673816736 738 may 1913 also GPC 2 september 1913 and 25
mardimarch 1915

4gpcGPC I11 june 1916
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collect ward funds clerk in branch
assist in renovatingrenova ting officers in auxiliary

meeting houses organizations
cutting wood for poor notify priesthood quorums
choir members of meetings

priests
administer the sacrament SUsupervise the fast offering
pass the sacrament collectingng
assist in ward teaching help bishop with care of
sunday school officers and tithes

teachers help bishop with wayward
mutual officers and teachers boys
perform baptisms take part in meetings
ward choristerschoristers haul gravel and make cement
messengers for bishopric walks around meeting
hold cottage meetings house
assist the elders help with teams to level
missionary work in the ward public squares
read scriptures at ward active in guiding amuse-

mentsmeetings

maintaining AND IMPROVING THE NEW PROGRAM

let us impress upon you the committee urged in 1913
that nearly 18000 men meeting weekly for study and con-

templationtemp lation must inevitably result in general good in the
church and evidence of such results was not hard to find 4455.5

weekly attendance at priesthood meetings aided by the recent
organization of priests quorumsquorums had risen by that year to the
twenty percent level a sign to the committee that 11 we are mov-
ing upward 4641 sacrament meeting attendance likewise was im-
proving notable too was increased service by melchizedek
priesthood bearers 20495 of whom were then ward officers
and instructors 47 an unusual interest in ward teaching also
had been aroused it was found for example that as more men
were given ward teaching assignments and the size of districts
was reduced a proportional increase in monthly visits was
produced in 1911 two ward teachers typically were assigned
to visit twenty families and churchwidechurchwiseChurch wide only twenty percent
of all families were visited two years later the typical dis-
trict size was down to nine families and the visiting rate
doubled to thirty nine percent between 1909 and 1914 home

45eraera 1673673716736 737 may 1913
ibid41ibid

ibid 738
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teaching visits increased fivefold and by 1915 over half of
church families or fifty four percent were receiving monthly
visits six years later the church home teaching average had
increased to seventy percent 48 in addition to this far reaching
increase in priesthood activity the reform movement had
produced churchwidechurchwiseChurch wide an equally significant realization of the
importance of priesthood quorums as compared with auxiliary
organizations 49

subsequently the committee sought not only to increase
the effectiveness of its programs and to extend such to prev-
iously unreformed wards but also to prevent backslidingbacksliding
among the reformed wards a herculean task during the
world war I1 years church attendance and activity declined
particularly during summer months as mormon farmers sought
to increase their production in response to growing wartime
markets

declines were most notable in aaronic priesthood work
priests quorums were depleted by the military so that remain-
ing priests had to meet with teachers quorumsquorums in many wards
by 1917 a loose and indifferent state plagued lesser priest-
hood quorums and there developed again a need for a suit-
able and proper method of organizing and supervising the
lesser priesthood of each ward and training the boys in their
duties and responsibilities 50 individually bishops responded
by devising unique activities for their boys these ranged
from taking deacons along on the bishop s annual house to
house visits to assigning priests as special teachers to the
widows aged and poor to having teachers go along with
older men to conduct fuel surveys and red cross war savings
bond and thrift campaigns among the saints but despite
such efforts the postwarpost war years brought church leaders face
to face with a woeful lack of interest on the part of those
holding the lesser priesthood in their church activities as
well as with the task of beginning again to organize and or-
dain priests 51

A project of major importance to the committee during
era 17692 may 1914 GPC 29 september 1914 and 25 march 1915

also meeting of the first presidency and the presiding bishopric 11 august
1921 presiding bishopric miscellaneous box 1 HDC

efaeydera 176926931769269517692 693695 may 1914
GPC 5 april 1917
GPC 3 and lo1010 october 1918 1 november 1917 21 june 1921 also

presiding bishopric circular letter 14 june 1918
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the war years was the compilation of president joseph F
smith s sermons and writings just prior to his death in 1918191 8

his accidental remark that he was leaving no literature or
book in his memory prompted six friends to compile the
book gospel doctrine which was then edited and published
by the committee as a three year course of study for melchize-
dek priesthood quorumsquorums starting in 1919 52 other priesthood
reform activities during these years included an effort to sep-
arate adult aaronic priesthood members into groups with their
own officers so as not to mix up the old men with bad
habits with young boys and the new weekly teacher training
program noted above for the second time the committee
investigated in detail and supported the priesthood insurance
idea which was once again rejected by the first presidency
finally the church sunday school day correlation plan
mentioned above was the committee s last major project be-
fore its release by president heber J grant in december
1922 53

significance OF THE MOVEMENT

overall this reform movement was of immeasurable and
lasting importance to priesthood work in this dispensation
specific results which became foundation stones for many
priesthood programs today include the following

aaronic priesthood
1 definite age groupings established for each office
2 separate adult aaronic work proposed
3 specific duties identified for deacons teachers

priests
4 priests quorums importance recognized
5 bishops finally assumed presidency over lesser

priesthood

ward and quorum functions
1 regular weekly year round ward priesthood classes

made the rule
2 bishops became presiding high priests over all ward

priesthood work

GPC51gpc 3 october 1918
GPC 12 december 1911 1 november 1917 and 4 november 1920
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3 priesthood enrolled in proper quorumsquorums
4 systematic ward and quorum records introduced
5 effective stake relations with local priesthood es-

tablished
6 increased local priesthood service as ward officers

ward teachers etc
7 stake missionary work commenced

church headquarters
1 systematic record and report procedures developed
2 communication with wards and stakes greatly im-

proved
3 centralized direction of local priesthood work un-

dertakendertaken
4 YMMIA redirected into recreational and cultural

activities
5 priesthood work better coordinated with auxiliaries

lessons
1 annual systematic courses of study provided all

quorumsquorums
2 important church books thereby made known to

members
3 teacher training work pioneered
4 all church teaching better coordinated

finally there is a direct relationship between this reform
movement and present church correlation work elder harold
B lee discussed the connection when he announced the new
priesthood correlation plan in 1961 after noting periodic
surveys which the church has taken of its ever changing needs
he said

within the memoriesmemories of many of the present general
authorities there have been surveys of this kind or re
examinations about twenty years apart one of the first
comprehensive studies was undertaken under the general
chairmanship of president david 0 mckay who was then
the chairman of the general priesthood committee of the
church and this was about forty years ago to me it is a
significant thing that this problem of proper correlation
seems to have been in president mckay s own mind through
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all of this time and perhaps as long as he has been one of
the general authorities 54

within the past few years the church has seen a number
of steps taken in the direction first outlined by president jo-
seph F smith and the general priesthood committee more
than sixty years ago the teacher training program for ex-
ample once conducted by the sunday school is now under
the control and direction of the priesthood relief society
budgets recently became subject to ward bishops YMMIA
officers now are the same men who direct aaronic priesthood
work in each ward and are now priesthood activity arms
auxiliary contacts with the homes are handled by the priest-
hood home teachers although there is still room for im-
provementprovement the priesthood now appears to be doing what
president joseph F smith hoped it would when he forcefully
entreated the priesthood in 1908 to assume its rightful role
in the functioningsfunction ings of the church

conference reports 30 september 1961



N L nelson and

the mormon point of view

DAVIS BITTON

in 1904 utah saw the publication of a periodical entitled
the mormon point of view its editor was nels lars

usually known as N L nelson a professor of english at
brigham young university intended to provide intellectual
food for latter day saints the quarterly appeared just four
times the story of this brief venture provides a glimpse into
the preoccupations of the church at the beginning of the cen-
tury it also exemplifies some of the perennial hazards faced
by those who publish magazines addressed to a limited audi-
ence

N L nelson was born in goshen utah in 1862 he
seemed destined to a life of toil and hardship however re-
spondingsponding to the strong desire of his mother that he continue
his education he worked in the mines at eureka to make
money for tuition walked to provo and there at the brigham
young academy became a devoted follower of karl G maeser
in 1882 he graduated the following year he was placed in
charge of the intermediate department after serving as a
missionary in the southern states during 1885871885 87 he returned
to brigham young academy he taught there until 1920 and
for several years served as secretary to the faculty 1

dr bitton is professor of history at the university of utah and was recently
assigned assistant church historian in the historical department of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

basic biographical information is outlined in T earl pardoe sons of
brigham provo utah 1969 nelson provided some autobiographical glimpses
in A boy s experience inin pioneer life juvenile instructor 28 15
december 1893 ppap 76570765 70 although his main teaching duties at brigham
young academy brigham young university after 1903 were with the eng-
lish department he was versatile in 1906 he was listed as professor of philos-
ophy in the brigham young universityuniderUniversily Quarlquarterlyerly vol 1I no 4 1 may 1906
and in 1916 he taught the first journalism course at B Y U

157
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even before 1904 he was becoming known for his writing
he published several articles in church magazines during the
1880s and 1890s in 1898 he published preaching and public
speaking a book full of practical advice on improving sermons
and mental cultivation in general and in 1904 the very year
during which he put out the mormon point of view nelson
published his most noteworthy book scientific aspects of
mormonism 2 we can safely say that nelson s name was well
known in the mormon community

on I11 december 1903 he wrote to president joseph F
smith enclosing a lengthy statement on why this magazine
Is needed and asking whether it would help the cause of
god to start such a magazine 3

his statement contrasted the religion of the latter day
saints to that of the world religion generally according to
nelson had accepted the notions that bliss is an ethereal
something located in a still more ethereal somewhere that
man could do nothing to effect his own salvation and that
secular affairs the really vital relations affecting the destiny
of mankind should be left in the hands of the irreligious
the latter day saints had a much more practical orientation
he said believing that salvation is a progressive coming into
harmony with law that heaven the expression of that har-
mony is a state of the soul which inevitably causes gravitation
towards a place that both state and place are now and ever
will be on this earth mormonism thus should have no
use for the artificialities of other religions

but in practice the saints often forgot their basic beliefs
looking skyward and forgetting practical applications

they are still in babylon they are still struggling with the
tide of heredity their heads are above water truly enough
which is to say they see the better way but their bodies are
swept onward by the almost resistless current of tradition
and convention

the members of the church he continued needed to bring

nelson s publications in the church periodicals included occasional stories
as well as articles scientific aspects of mormonism presented the author with
difficult problems first in getting it published and then in paying for it when
the sales were not up to expectations

manuscript archives of the church historian s office salt lake city utah
why this magazine Is needed was published as a brochure for advance

publicity but is most readily available in the first issue of the mormon point
of view
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about the unfolding of the gospel far down into its social
educational and economic bearings

nelson did not believe that the saints had nothing to
learn from the world As far as knowledge was concerned he
said we need to borrow inin most directions rather than to
give what mormonism provided was an orientation that
could synthesize the multifarious and confusing facets of
worldly knowledge

it is in this particular then that mormonism can best help
the world it can contribute a point of view that shall unify
and marshal into one grand eternal perspective all the frag-
mentary truths which now serve mainly to distract mankind

what was needed was the redistribution of the world s

knowledge according to the mormon point of view
besides bringing the gospel to bear on real life and seeing

truths on all sides from perspective the new magazine would
assist the mormon missionary program changing conditions
had created the need for a different kind of proselyting litera-
ture

hitherto it has sufficed to present the truth from its purely
scriptural aspect As a result we have succeeded in gathering
just that class of people simple honest guileless spiritual
minded nathanaelsNathanaels whom it was desirable to have as foun-
dation stones for this new order of society but there are
others no less worthy hardheadedhard headed thinkers trained in the
exact methods of modern schools doubting thomases of art
science mechanics and business who value unsupported
authority as nothing even though it be biblical without
whom nevertheless no scheme of social reform can pass very
far beyond the speculative stage indeed considering the
constantly diminishing returns of our missionary work it is
pretty evident that the world has during the last half cen-
tury veered almost completely around from the nathanael
to the thomas type of mind

scriptural argument would not convince such an audience
mormon ideals had to be presented in terms of natural sciences
and philosophy by this nelson did not mean abstruse meta-
physics he was confident that if the principles underlying
our religion can be identified with the facts involved in eco-
nomic educational and sociological processes then they will
listen for just now the relations of man to his fellow man is
the one absorbing theme of humanity
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it is not inconsistent with these aims that an even more
practical purpose was mentioned in nelson s letter to presi-
dent smith should this project succeed the income would
go far to keep me and my family till such time as my name
should be established

the first presidency responded with a qualified endorse-
ment

we feel very much gratified by the spirit of your let-
ter and pleased with the article setting forth the reasons why
the magazine which you propose to publish is needed As
far as we are concerned we should very much like to see a
magazine published such as you have outlined it would un-
doubtedly be a credit both to you as its publisher and to our
community but will it pay financially and can it be done
without financial injury to yourself and family to be
frank with you we are afraid it will not pay 4

this response of the first presidency is remarkable both for its
ready acceptance of the new magazine in principle and also
for its realistic assessment of the financial problems

undeterred N L nelson obtained permission from the
first presidency to add their statement to his prospectus en-
titled why this magazine Is needed he sent out for dis-
tributiontribution possibly as many as 10000 copies of the article and
went to work to get the first issue announced for I11 january
1904 printed and distributed 5 on 19 january a statement
in the deseret news explained the mechanical reasons for the
tardiness of the first issue already he was plagued by one
of the characteristic diseases of such periodicals he begged
indulgence of the large number of people who have be-
friended his literary venture by sending in their subscriptions 6

the magazine that greeted its subscribers a few days later
was 100 pages in length its format was small 6 by 31251231

inches besides reprinting his essay why this magazine Is
needed nelson included only two articles both to be con-
tinued in the following issue the subsequent three issues
were substantially the same by the fourth and final issue a

the letter from the first presidency is not in the church historian s of-
fice although it is likely available in duplicate in the files of the first presi-
dency nelson published it at the close of why this magazine Is needed

letter from nelson to president joseph F smith 24 december 1903 all
of nelson s correspondence cited in the present article is located in the manu-
script archives of the church historian s office

deseret news 19 january 1904
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total of nine articles stories or poems had been published
they are worth examining one by one 7

1 the ministers and the mormonscormonsMormons called the leading
article this was an extended work of 56 pages noticing
that the most vehement foes of mormonism were the ministers
of other faiths nelson proceeded to defend his people the
attacks against them helielleile regarded as religious bigotry antici-
pating a new crusade helielleile sought to show why it ought not
to be made and if made why it ought to fail as it surely
will to defend mormonism s right to survival the author
proposed to judge it by the criterion of its social effectiveness
or inherent power to help usher in the millennium not on
some world to be but here on the third planet of the solar

11system
such an approach allowed the author to elaborate some

basic aspects of mormon theology an exposition of the
mormon conception of god was followed by a portrayal of
mormonism as a religion vitally interrelatedinter related with all real
things indeed an interpreter of all things in their relation to
the soul nelson s orientation was this worldly and
pragmatic

he obeys god best who learns mcstmast of the present world
but in such order and relation that the link between him
and his maker becomes daily brighter and stronger he is inin
the highest heaven who sees most beauty feels most harmony
in the creations immediately around him

for nelson mormonism was more comprehensive and satis-
fying than the puerile christianity that was presented as an
alternative the ministers stood little chance of success in
their desire to crush mormonism he urged upon them
the counsel of gamaliel refrain from these men and let
them alone for if this counsel or this work be of men it
will come to naught but if it be of god ye cannot over-
throw it lest haply ye be found even to fight against god
acts 538558395585953839.5383939

2 the dictionary of slander starting in the first and
continuing in the second issue of the magazine this was a
long critical review of W A linn the story of the mor

bound in a single volume the mormon point of view is available in the
libraries of the church historians office the university of utah brigham
young university UCLA and doubtless other institutions
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mons new york 1902 although linn s work assumed a
judicial tone and claimed to be objective it was written

with the conviction that mormonism was a fraud linn s stance
was cynical if mr linn ever saw a good quality in a mor-
mon or in mormonism he does not betray the fact by a single
line nor by a single epithet not once does he relent toward
the charitable view of a transaction nelson challenged
linn s treatment of the character of the smith family money
digging the spaulding theory rigdon s role in producing the
book of mormon and the reliability of the witnesses of the
book of mormon what linn had done the author continued
was to bring out all the old lies and give them new respecta-
bility

3 human side of the book of mormon appearing in
the issue of april 1904 this article dealt with the question
of changes in the book of mormon text for nelson
scripture did not exist apart from a human element he readi-
ly admitted the existence of faults in book of mormon langu-
age and style some attributable to the original writers some
to mormon as abridger and some to joseph smith as trans-
lator but verbal errors and faulty diction no more invalidate
the glorious message it contains than would a few harmless
leaves pollute a pure stream he then offered an explanation
for the presence in the book of mormon of biblical passages
that were basically drawn from the king james version jo-
seph smith had remembered whole chapters of the bible
which sprang verbatim into consciousness when brought into

association with the thought that originally inspired them
finally nelson discussed the use of the interpreters in es-
sence nelson conceded that the mind of joseph smith con-
tributedtri enormously to the book of mormon the work
reflected his inadequate education it was repetitious prolix
even ungrammatical yet joseph s mind was untrammeled
his simple style was well suited to the kind of audience for
whom the book was intended and all of the blemishes did
not hide the beauty and symmetry of its inner truths to the
soul that is earnestly seeking the way of life

4 learn to read up hill this whole piece was ap-
parentlyparently prompted by complaints from some readers that the
magazine was too difficult unsympathetic to such a reaction
the author chastizedchastised the ordinary reader for his mental in
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dolence 1 I cannot and will not reduce the whole thing down
to thin soup once more to suit his watery mental digestion
he said 1 I let it go in the hope that it may prove a tonic
to his undisciplined mind the reader should improve his
vocabulary by constant use of the dictionary and select his
reading carefully nelson betrayed the common bias against
novels or fiction he admitted a few great exceptions but
in general there was no easier way to get into the comfortable
circle of mental mediocrity than to become a devotee of popular
fiction

5 the spiritual life this 78 page article in the july
issue discussed different aspects of the spiritual life nelson s

approach was to analyze several metaphors of the new testa-
ment as for example consider the lilies of the field how
they grow they toil not neither do they spin and yet I1 say
unto you that even solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
like one of these matthew 62829.6282962862829 29 his comment on this
passage

the natural organic frictionless evolution of the lily is a
fine type of the spiritual life in its relation to the universe
the labored artificial nailed together pomp and circumstance
of solomon stands equally for the natural life

the concepts of christ within us the kingdom of god within
us free agency eternal law eternal life the natural world
the social world the holy ghost the danger of pharisaism
all these were similarly analyzed and discussed by this time
scientific aspects of mormonism had been published and
nelson referred his readers to it for a fuller exposition of
these ideas

6 the harris anthon episode also in the july issue
this article examined the conflicting statements of martin
harris and charles anthon regarding their interview its main
point anthon had contradicted himself the harris version
was therefore plausible and probably accurate

7 A roundelay of salt lake by joaquin miller pub-
lished in the san francisco bulletin this verse was a work of
occasion prompted by president theodore roosevelt s recent
visit to utah T R had publicly deplored the national ten-
dency towards having small families when he came to salt
lake the women greeted him with thousands of babes in
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their arms these pink faced infants cooedcoded a welcome that
must have filled his big heart with joy the utah women
in the words of the poem brought the president not trumpets
or guns but

just babies babies healthful fair
from where the wasatch lion leaps
from sunless snows from desert deeps
just babies babies everywhere

national concern for the population explosion and its eco-
logical repercussions was still far in the future

8 for conscience sake this short story was written
by a young lady in one of nelson s english classes john
trueman who had three wives and fifteen children has
been sentenced to serve a term in the penitentiary he is al-
lowed a few days grace because of the illness of an infant
son when the child dies the family grieves but the other
wives help the young wife to sustain her loss young deputy
gray as vile a character as the scum of the mormon hatersbaters
could produce is suspicious accompanied by his uncle
judge strong and donald lester a recent law graduate who
has come to observe the mormonscormonsMormons he spies on the trueman
family only to see an idyllic picture of family love and hear
a moving family prayer two years pass lester the outsider
falls in love with maud the prettiest daughter of the family
and the two plan to elope emily the old maid sister dis-
covers the plans goes into maud s room at night and tells of
her own tragic love of past years maud reveals her love for
lester but now recognizes that marriage must wait mean-
while in his prison cell john trueman has a vision of maud
standing before a deep dark chasm his spirit leaves his body
and appears to maud just as she is about to give in to temp-
tation by going away with lester fortified she tells lester
she will not go with an awful oath liehelleile reveals his true char-
acter later at christmas time the family gathers to welcome
the father on his return from prison they sing together
god moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform

and kneel together in family prayer As john trueman
kisses maud goodnight she whispers papa 1I too have
found the joy of suffering for conscience sake

this story was the only piece of fiction included in the
four issues of the mormon point of view nelson justified
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including it by explaining its twofoldtwo fold purpose first to portray
an aspect of mormon family life purposely left out of his
other article in the issue and secondly to indicate that no
true latter day saint is ashamed of a past social relation which
has given to mormondom many of its noblest and brightest
men and women of today

9 the mormon family in this last article in the last is-

sue of the magazine nelson cited example after example of the
fruitfulness of mormon families he was especially im-

pressed by the families of such polygamists as lorin farr
who had 258 descendants at the age of 83 but even monoga-
mous mormon families he said boasted between 5 and 12

children for each mother the nation by comparison was
committing race suicide

at this point nelson offered a short defense for mormon
plural marriage admitting that the two sexes were about
equal in number at birth he maintained that many men were
disabled unwilling to marry or disqualified by thriftless and
vicious habits the result was that many pure high minded
women were left as old maids mormonism had provided a
means by which all true women within its fold might escape
such a fate but for nelson the central feature of the mor-
mon family ideal was not polygamy as such but the natural
the untrammeled birth of children and their careful bringing
up for social service Polypolygamygarny without these characteristics
would have no excuse

it is noteworthy that none of these articles dealt specifically
with the title of the magazine nelson had planned to write
an essay explaining what he meant by the mormon point of
view but did not get it published in the brief period of the
magazine s existence in a way perhaps the meaning is ob-
vious but we do have some clues to the more specific notion
the author had in mind in his prospectus he had claimed
that mormonism could draw from the knowledge of the
world contributing a point of view that shall unify and
marshal into one grand eternal perspective all the fragmen-
tary truths which now serve mainly to distract mankind in
his earlier book preaching and public speaking nelson had
also devoted several pages to the concept point of view the
main assertions were as follows a what we see depends on
the point of view of the observer b there have been points
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of view that have had great explanatory power in science c
in their remoterremoler connections such explanatory systems have
required artificial bolstering and eventually are replaced by a
new system d it is possible to accept facts without ac-
cepting the accompanying theory e religion and science are
similar in that men draw opposite systems from the same
facts encounter difficulty in fitting some data into their para-
digm and then go through twisting and forcing in order to
keep the system f mormonism provides the key the true
point of view comparable to the summit of eternity

god himself sees things in their true relation only by the
spirit of truth whoever has this spirit in its fulnessfalness has the
key to the universe and every man will see the true point of
viewview in exact proportion as he has the spirit this isis the
point the elder must ever keep in view whatever be his
topic he must seek to see it as god sees it from the sum-
mit of eternity and not as man sees it amid the fog and
smoke of mortality 8

it seems certain that the promised essay would have dis-
cussed the concept along these same lines to synthesize the
knowledge of the world and to view the problems of existence
sub specie aetermtatisaeternitans are objectives which could scarcely have
been achieved in one year in fact only occasionally do we
find this purpose glimmering through the actual articles that
were published nevertheless it was an objective with a no-
bility and scope that might still serve as an inspiration to
editors and writers in the church

this then was N L nelson s the mormon point of
view as it appeared in four issues during 1904 before at-
tempting to account for its demise let us note that it aroused
a good deal of commendation and praise the endorsement
from the first presidency has already been mentioned in the
april issue some excerpts from letters from readers were
printed professor B S hinckley said accept my sincere
wishes for the complete success of your great enterprise
someone in the headquarters of the southern states mission
wrote that the magazine would fill a long felt want an
elder from california saw the magazine as a means of helping
to place the gospel before the higher class of people

the distinction between thomases and nathanaelsNathanaels con

preaching and public speaking 1898 p 67
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tainedbained in the essay why this magazine Is needed prompted
one missionary to write this state is full of the thomas
type of individuals with scarcely any of the nathaniel class A
sister from parowancarowan said that she herself was one of the simple
nathanaelsNathan aels but had many dear ones who are not of that
class but who belong to the doubters and I1 am sure your
magazine is just what I1 am looking for

president mcquarrie of the eastern states mission wrote
a lengthy letter including the following

I1 appreciate your viewview point and feel sure you are working
along the proper lines I1 have ionglong been convinced that we
have reached a point inin our own development where we must
study the philosophy underlying the principles of the gos-
pel and learn what these principles are how they appeal to
our lives and how they affect the lives of others rather
than continue proving that peter james john and paul
taught them most people want to know why they
should act before they move and what the result will be
this spirit isis manifest not only in the world but also
among our ownown ycungecung people

mcquarrie recognized that there would be a hard financial
struggle saying 1 I haven t much to offer you brother nelson
but if my faith and confidence and what little influence I1

possess will be of service to you I1 take pleasure in offering
you the latter and assuring you of the former

another welcome endorsement came in a deseret news
editorial of 28 july 1904 it described the july issue of the
magazine as fully up to the high standard of previous num-
bers the editors did not know whether the magazine would
pay in a pecuniary sense but their concluding statement did
not imply any other reservations we commend it to every-
body 9

despite the plauditsplauditeplaudits of individual readers and the en-
dorsementdorsement of the first presidency and the deseret news the
magazine did not continue after the fourth issue the doubts

sometime between the april and july issues nelson got out a flyer en-
titled the mormon point of view A short account of prof belsonsnelsonsNelsons maga-
zine A copy is available in the archives of the brigham young university li-
brary the flyer included additional endorsements by joseph E robinson
george H brimhall and john A widtsoeWidtsoe obviously nelson had enthusiastic
readers in 1918 when he was arranging for a new edition of scientific aspects
professor ernest bramwell of snow college at ephraim wrote that it was the
best book of the twentieth century the white and blue 21 18 may 1918
p 474
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about its financial viability expressed by the first presidency
by president mcquarrie and by the deseret news were well
justified when nelson referred to the large numbers of
people who had subscribed hebe must have been whistling in
the dark

although there are apparently no surviving subscription
records some excerpts from nelson s correspondence enable
us to piece together his general financial hopes and contrasting
disappointment we can be fairly certain that liehelleile had 2000
copies of the first issue printed that the cost to him for this
one issue was 110 and that his deficit at the end of the
year the unpaid balance still owed to the printer was 200 10

several unknown factors make these figures difficult to
interpret if he had the subsequent three issues printed in the
same quantity and at the same rate his overall bill from the
printer would have been 440 but there must also have
been a charge for the 10000 copies of the prospectus and for
another blurb published between the second and third issues
of the magazine on the other hand liehelleile may have reduced
the size of the printing after the first issue which would have
reduced his deficit to some extent we know that subscrip-
tions were offered at loo1.00100 per year but we do not know how
much of this was kept as a commission by the agents another
cost we are unable to compute is suggested by his offer in
1904 to send for loo1.00100 not only the four numbers of the
magazine but also a drawbackdraw back check entitling him the sub-
scriber to have them bound in cloth free of cost and
who knows the number of individual copies that may have
been sold

if we guess that his advertising costs were in the vicinity
of 100 his overall costs to the printer came close to 540
assuming a commission of 25 to 50 percent he would have
needed 8001000800 1000 subscribers or the equivalent in individual
purchases to break even had lie been able to sell his 2000
copies helielleile would have emerged with a profit of several
hundred dollars supposedly such was what nelson had in
mind when he wrote to president joseph F smith should
this project succeed the income would go far to keep me and

these financial details are found in nelson s letters to president joseph
F smith dated 24 december 1903 and 3 january 1905

flyer cited in footnote 9
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my family till such a time as my name should be estab-
lished 12 but he was short by an average of 50 per issue if
we can assume that he did apply all income to paying the
printer by the fourth issue he was forced to give up proba-
bly the printer faced with a deficit that grew with each issue
refused to go on without firm guarantees

even if financial subsidy had been forthcoming it isis
doubtful that the magazine would ever have been a real suc-
cess consider the following

1 the mormon point of view was essentially a one man
production except for the roundelay by joaquin miller and
the short story published anonymously by one of nelson s
students nelson himself wrote every word of every issue if
he had had a more neutral impersonal style this might not
have been so noticeable but his style was highly idiosyncratic
there was an unmistakable tone and cadence many readers
to judge from his defensive reaction regarded his writing as
difficult even those who enjoyed his style likely found this
too much of a good thing if variety and change of pace en-
hance interest the simple fact of his single authorship was a
deterrent to the magazine s success

2 it was highly polemical for the most part nelson
was defending the latter day saints against the attacks of
their enemies As one who had served a mission in the tense
1880s who had tried to improve the presentation of the
mormon message in sermons and who was himself a polyga-
mist he was bound to react strongly to outside criticism nor
did these issues appear to be dead A call for mormonism s

destruction had been issued in 1903 and in 1904 the election
of senator reed smoot set off a controversy that lasted for
many months however in ways that were probably not at all
obvious at the time an era of good feeling was beginning
although an occasional article defending the saints could still
be valuable a magazine that offered only polemic in 1904
probably ruled out much of its potential audience

3 there may have been some theological opposition at
least nelson s scientific aspects of mormonism aroused some
strictures and the lengthy article on the spiritual life was
drawn from that book his view of the holy ghost as a

nelson to president joseph F smith 1 december 1903
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pervasive force rather than a person and his conception of
christ as an office rather than an individual seem inconsistent
with the interpretations of president joseph F smith nelson
insisted that he was defending the truth as he saw it and if
he was wrong asked only to be corrected but he admitted
the existence of a widespread notion that the book was not
trustworthy in its exposition of mormonism 13 if this repu-
tation of the book rubbed off on the magazine or if the maga-
zine in some way contributed to these suspicions his chances
of success were further impeded

4 existing church magazines provided tough competition
for the mormon point of view he was not really aiming
at readers who were inactive mormonscormons and worldly skeptics
if some of these were still susceptible to a missionary appeal
his magazine might help to reach them but in general it
appears that his readers were young latter day saints with a
bit more education than their parents including some of his
former and present students at brigham young academy
they needed strengthening in the faith and wished to see
their religion presented as rationally as possible but for such
readers the improvement era comanswomans exponent and young
comanswomans journal were already doing a remarkably successful
job drawing on the best authors in the church and opening
their pages to spokesmen for other faiths these magazines
were in their heyday to many readers it must have appeared
that they provided everything promised by the mormon point
of view but more frequently and with greater diversity and
vitality

in his prospectus nelson had made a brave statement As
for the outcome I1 am fully aware that no moral bolstering
ever yet succeeded in keeping alive that which intrinsically de-
served to die and consequently that my journalistic venture
must in the end survive or perish by that merciless but still
on the whole very beneficent law survival of the fittest aft-
er four issues the magazine perished in a darwinian struggle
for existence

if the mormon point of view did not have a long life
it obviously gave nourishment to its readers one can be
thankful for many thoughtful passages of which the following
is a single example

nelson to president joseph F smith 3 january 1905
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not only is the natural world the best place to perfect the
spiritual man it is the only place for intelligences organized
as we are now were this not so god would have given us
that other place instead of this one here and here only so
far as we are concerned are the problems physical intellect-
ual moral and social the overcoming of which is the means
of making us perfect as god isis perfect to sigh for a purer
better world in order to be more spiritual minded is flatly
to lie down and give up the fight thank god for the ad-
mirable world of sin in which he has placed us but thank
him more for showing how to carve heaven out of it 14

even at this date when strident polemic appears to come from
another world another time there are many who find some
of N L nelson s words speaking to their souls as music
from the spheres

the mormon point of view ppap 27071270 71



archaeology at the
peter whitmer farm
seneca county new york

DALE L BERGE

A number of important historical events took place on the
peter whitmer farm which pertain to the growth of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints it was here that
a substantial part of the book of mormon was translated by
joseph smith jr where some of the first baptisms of the
church were performed and in particular where the church
was organized on 6 april 1830

the peter whitmer farm site is located at a point 0.70707

miles southeast of longitude 4205230 and latitude 7605230
it is within the fayette township of seneca county in the
state of new york there are several long narrow glacial
lakes in this area which are known collectively as the finger
lakes the farm is situated near the north end of seneca
lake between cayuga and seneca lakes the site is approxi-
mately 28 miles directly south of lake ontario of the great
lakes from waterloo new york the peter whitmer farm
is 2.121 miles south southeast of the center of waterloo where
state routes 96 and 20 intersect

on the farm there now stands a large frame structure
which appears to have been modified several times through
the years figure 1 the older and central section of this
house of the greek revival architectural style is clearly evi-
dent because of its liandhandllandiland hewn timbers and square nails this
two story structure faces south and has four large pillars which

dr berge is an assistant professor of archaeology and anthropology at
brigham young university and serves also as the project archaeologist for
nauvoo restoration inc
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figure 1 front viewview of the present frame house 1969

figure 2 excavation of the log house remainsremains inin 1969
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lend support to the front porch roof A one story wing ex-
tends west of the main section which has been modified and
extended to meet the individual needs and desires of various
owners A new east wing was being added at the time of
excavation in 1969 1

the peter whitmer property was purchased by the mor-
mon church in 1926 many prominent church members in
the past thought that the frame house was where the church
was organized while others thought the organization took
place in a log house mentioned in historical documents this
difference of opinion has lasted for many years james H
moyle made the following statement which illustrated the
confusion that prevailed on this subject there they all lived
for months in a three room house if you believe the church
was organized in the old home or in the six room house if
you believe the church was organized in the new home 2

dr richard anderson college of religious instruction
brigham young university has been engaged in extensive
historical research pertaining to the peter whitmer farm 3

the data accumulated leave little doubt that the church
was organized in a log house on the farm the purpose of
the archaeological investigation was to determine the location
of this lolog109ghousehouse figure 2

historical documents reveal that the log house was one
and one half stories high and estimated to be approximately
20 feet by 20 feet or possibly 15 feet by 20 feet these di-
mensionsmensions may have been the sizesize of the main downstairs room
As late as 1888 remnants of the logs once part of the home
lay on the site just when the log house was destroyed is not
known but it is assumed to have been prior to the above ac-
count of 1888 4 according to william L powell personal
communication somesornesoine of the structure s logs and roof re-
mained on the property as late as 1959

mr william L powell of roy utah was caretaker of
the peter whitmer farm from 1946 to 1952 during this

dale L berge excavatexcavateExexcavationscavat ons at the peter whitmer home fayette new
york A paper presented to the nineteenth annual symposium of the archae-
ology of the scriptures society of early historic archaeology brighambrighajnBrighainhajn
young university provo utah 1969

james2jamesajames H moyle A visvisiti t to david whiwhitmertmeramer the instructor vol 80
no 9 september 1945 p Z405403

richard anderson the house where the church was organized
the improvementImio vement era vol 73 no 4 1970

ibidleidabid41bidlbid p 19
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time he discovered the foundation of a structure located about
5030 to 50 feet from a large barn which stood on the property
up to 1959 at the time liehelleile would load his wagon with hay
and come down a lane to the west of the barn where he
would make a sharp turn into the large double doors of the
barn As mr powell continued to bring the hay into the
barn liehelleile began to uncover some cobble stones which seemed
to be the outline of some type of structure he and his son
removed the remaining soil and unearthed a foundation 20
by 5030 feet the longer length of the house ran north and
south with the west foundation wall being situated 50 feet
from the barn thetlle foundation proved to be relatively shal-
low being 6 to 8 inches deep the stones were oval cobbles
probably from a stream bed and measured on the average
4 by 6 inches the stones were buried two across and two
deep

the shallow foundations are not indicative of the support
which one would expect for a heavy brick or stone structure
in this case this foundation probably supported the log house
since some of thetiietile actual logs were in the area the ground
in this part of new york state retains its moisture consider-
ably and stones were probably placed under the logs for
drainage this helped to preserve the logs which would have
decayed from moisture had they lain directly on the ground

archaeology
the archaeologist usually has to conduct extensive exca-

vations in areas where no foundations are visible on the sur-
face and when little historical information is available this
was not the case with the peter whitmer farm site enough
information was derived through historical research that an
approximation of the site location was established in addi-
tion the actual discovery of foundation stones nearly 25 years
ago provided more accurate data in determining where we
should excavate for remnants of the log structure

the stratigraphy of the excavated area proved to be rela-
tively simple due to several years of plowing the plow zone
was 0.80808 feet below the surface at which point a layer of
dark brown clay was encountered all artifacts were recovered
from the plow zone while the dark brown clay was void of
artifacts and undisturbed from the time it was deposited
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through natural means any intrusions into the dark brown
sterile soil would have been detected by changes in texture
composition and color

A wide variety of artifact types were recovered from the
site A total of 2084 individual items were collected during
the archaeological investigation the following descriptions
are representative of the material remains unearthed at the
peter whitmer farm site

DRAINAGE TILE

hexagonal tile
the ground in the vicinity of where the log house stood

was once drained by means of drainage tile the amount of
red tile found numbered 404 specimens which represents 19.3193193195

percent of all the artifacts the hexagonal tile from the
whitmer excavation isis a dull dark red color on the surface
the paste and surface are the same color which may have
been changed from the original clay color by oxidation during
the firing process the tiles are hexagonal outside and round
inside with an outside diameter of 212 inches and inside di-
ameter of 2 inches figure 3

tile drainage in the state of new york as well as in
america was begun in 1838 by john johnston the first tiles
were manufactured inin a horseshoe pattern at the whartenby
tile factory in waterloo new york a few miles north of
the whitmer farm 5 the clay soil in this area is such that it
retains much of the rain or irrigation water which in turn
can destroy crops tile was used to drain off excess water to
keep roots from rotting from too much moisture this pro-
cess helped crops produce inin greater vovolumelurne 6

this tile could not have been used by peter whitmer
since hexagonal tile didndian t come into existence until the 1850s
and continued to be manufactured until about 1900 or 1910
all tile specimens were found in a confined area and around
the log house location possibly it was used to drain the
slight rise of ground around the house after the whitmerswhittersWhitmers
had sold the property the advantage of the hexagonal tile

marmarionmartoni on M weaver history of tiettetre drainage waterloo new york
privately published 1964 ppap 157158157 158

Wibid ppap 235240235 240
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figure 4 horseshoe tile
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was that it would not roll out of place as would some round
tiles 7

horseshoe tile
A second type of drainage tile unearthed isis of the horse-

shoe type the 128 drainage tile fragments of this style repre-
sent 6.16161gi percent of the total artifacts in cross section these
tiles are similar in shape to that of a horseshoe hence the
name figure 4 the paste of horseshoe tile found at the
whitmer site is a light red orange color

striation along the sides of the tiles indicate that they had
been manufactured by the extrusion method apparently dif-
ferent machines were used to mold these tiles there are
indications of the difference of these machines along the
edges of the tile where there are different rim configurations
some of the rims are straight while others have slight lips
of different shapes

CERAMICS

earthenware
earthenware is pottery made from natural clays producing

natural colored pastes such as red yellow white and gray
four types of earthenware are distinguished from the peter
whitmer farm these are redware yellowware stoneware
and whiteware vessel forms were not determined since the
sherdsshards were fragmented and unrestorable

redware this type of ceramics is identified primarily
by its red paste which looks like porous red brick in texture
and color however it may vary according to the physical
properties of the natural clay and firing techniques

1 brown glazed redware has a red paste with a dark
brown glasslikeglass like glaze the glaze is thick in areas adjacent
to relief scroll designs on the sherd the upper surface re-
lief areas appear lighter due to less glaze covering the sur-
face while to the side the glaze is thicker and darker

2 glazed interior redware has a brick red paste which
is very porous the outer wall of the vessels of this type
have no surface treatment while the interiors are covered

john genung letterlemmer to dr richard L anderson 25 september 1969
copy on file with the author
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with a dark brown lead glaze or a lightbrownlight brown or mottled light
green lead glaze

3 salt glazed redware has a dark brown glaze on the
interior and exterior surfaces the surfaces have been lightly
salt glazed to produce a slightly glossy surface it does not
have the glasslikeglass like surface of regular glazes rather the sur-
face is uneven like the surface of an orange the paste is an
orange red color similar to the above described types

salt glaze is an alkaline glaze produced by sprinkling salt
on the vessels while they are in the kiln when the kiln is
at its maximum temperature the salt is applied which when
volatilizedvolatilizer produces a coating of soda glass 8 salt glazes
were used at least by the turn of the eighteenth century and
by 1750 were widely used by staffordshire potteries on stone-
ware 0 the early pieces were a drab shade of white 10

yellowware pottery sherdsshards of this type were characterized
by their yellow to buff colored pastes clear glazing on the
surface of the vessels emphasized the yellow color of the paste

buff yellowware found at the farm has a clear glaze over
the buff to yellow colored paste the glaze isis covered with
little pits which gives the surface the appearance of an orange
rind the interior has been painted dark brown and has a
plumbiferous glaze

stoneware vessels of stoneware pottery are fired at high
temperatures to vitrify the natural clay the paste becomes
very hard and turns a gray color the paste looks like gray
stone hence the name stoneware from the whitmer farm
has a very light buff to light gray paste the surface has
been painted white and glazed with a clear alkaline glaze
the light colored paste is extremely hard and looks much like
light limestone

whiteware the paste of all whiteware types ranges from
dirty white to brilliant white it is vitreous and nonporous
which gives greater strength to the wall and therefore re-
quires less wall thickness compared to some soft paste earthen
wares whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares are divided into two general categories

john sparsosparsespargosparge early american pottery and china new york D ap
pleton century co 1938 p 43

bernard and therle hughes A picture history of english pottery lon-
don hulton press 1956 p 142

hodgson willoughby mrs how to identify old china G bell
and sons ltd 1912 p 25
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plain and decorated plain whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares do not have any ad-
ditionalditional above surface decoration to the body other than a
glaze decorated whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares have been additionally decor-
ated with colored transfer prints or hand painted most of
the whiteware sherdsshards from the peter whitmer farm are iron-
stone pottery

the manufacture of ironstone was begun in 1813 by
charles mason he used a combination of iron slag flint
cornwall stone and oxide of cobalt the earlier vessels are
thicker and have a more yellow tint to the paste 12

A total of 58 whiteware sherdsshards were unearthed from the
site this number represents 2.82828 percent of all artifacts re-
covered during the excavation whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares of the types de-
scribed were made of fine dense clay and fired at high tem-
peraturespera tures

plain whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares include the following types cream
colored type white type and pearl type

1 1 cream colored whiteware ceramics are characterized
by its slight yellow hue which gives it a creamy white color
the sherdsshards in this collection are from a small restricted cup

figure 5aaa and a nonrestrictednon restricted flaring bowl
ceramics with a cream colored body have been produced

since the beginning of the eighteenth century the first types
had to be covered with a white slip and glazed until a whiter
paste could be produced around 1720 salt glazed stoneware
was gradually replaced as the cream colored type grew in pop-
ularityularity 13

2 white whiteware has an almost pure white surface
treatment when compared to cream colored type or pearl
type the distinct white of this type is readily obvious the
paste is vitreous white and after the biscuit has been fired
the only surface decoration needed is clear glazing to empha-
size their pure white color the sherdsshards of this type are from
small nonrestrictednon restricted outflaringout flaring plates or bowls possibly soup
bowls

3 pearl whiteware was developed by tinting the cream

thomas H ormsbee english china and its marks new york channel
press deerfldoerfldeerfieldeldeid editions ltd 1959 p 78

dale L berge hihistoricalstorical archaeology in the american southwest
phd dissertation university of arizona 1968 p 206

donald C towner english cream colored earthenware london faber
and faber nd ppap 121 2
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colored or white types with cobalt which produced a pale
bluish gray surface color it was perfected in 1779 by josiah
wedgwood who was the first manufacturer of this variety
of whiteware which by the nineteenth century was imitated
by many companies pearl type is coated with a colorless glaze
and used mainly for table service 14

the sherdsshards from the peter whitmer site are fragments of
large outflaringoutflaring soup bowls and cups figure 5bab the
bowls have a relief design molded into the biscuit prior to
firing and glazing

decorated whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares include these sherdsshards which have
been decorated with transfer prints or by hand painting these
types include transfer type painted type featheredge type
and banded type

1 1 transfer whiteware ceramicsceramics usually had a design in
one color the most common color was blue john sadler and
guy green invented the process of transfer printing in 1752
it was not long before factories had the equipment to transfer
print their ceramics the first vessels were transtransferfer printed
in black which was soon followed by dark blue variations
of color were made possible by the use of thin line shading
in the early 1800s these lines produced dark and light
shades tone variations were improved after 1810 by the com-
bination of lines and stipple 15

during the second half of the eighteenth century black
blue pink or brick red on glaze transfers were popular late
in the century a brown and purple were added underglaze
colors for printing of black cobalt blue brown and red were
popular after 1880 but great quantities of blue vessels were
used after 1810 later a green and mulberry were added 166

transfer whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares found at the whitmer farm con-
sist of four varieties blue purple brown and green

a blue variety consists of plates and a bowl printed in
floral motifs and scenes figures 5cac e one blue sherd is a
common decorative motif called old blue which has a
dark blue background with flowers in negative white figure

hughes picture history p 121
ibid p 148
geoffrey bemrose nineteenth century english pottery and porcelain

new york pitman publishing company corp nd p 23
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5faf other blue transfer printed sherdsshards are a lighter blue with
stipple or line and stipple shading

very popular during the early nineteenth century was the
willow pattern a pseudo chinese motif very dark blue
vessels of this pattern were favored by the american market
between 181518301815 1830

b purple variety is a harsh purple color made late in the
eighteenth century the single sherd of this variety is a frag-
ment of an outflaringoutflaring bowl with a floral motif figure 6aaa

c brown variety sherdsshards are shaded by stipple around a
small floral motif these sherdsshards were part of an outflaringoutflaring
bowl figure 6bab

d green variety has a portion of a possible structure in
design it is made by dots without shading of the design
with lines or stipple figure 6cac

A common type of rim decoration used over the span of
the nineteenth century commonly found in sites of this time
period was featheredgingfeather edging figure 6dad one sherd of a
featheredge plate was found at the peter whitmer site

many vessels have rims painted with one or more bands
while the center may have been transfer painted or hand
painted with some design one rim sherd was recovered
which had a blue band along its rim figure 6eae it ap-
pears to have been part of a small outflaringoutflaring bowl

two different types of hand painted colored whiteware
were unearthed in the log house area these are onglazeunglaze
polychrome type and underglaze polychrome type

1 1 onglazeunglaze polychrome ceramics are painted by hand
on the surface of the glazed vessel figure 6faf the paint
has to be applied after the firing of the glaze because such
high temperatures are reached to vitrify the glaze that some
paints exposed to such temperatures would volatilize and dis-
appear if applied prior to glazing

the painted design does not reflect light like the smooth
surface of the glaze does and is in slight relief above the
glaze

hand painted pottery does not have the precise detail
as found on transtransferfer printed or decaleddecayed vessels the designs
are not shaded and the brush strokes of the designs are clearly
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visible the sherdsshards of this type are painted in a floral motif
along a band

2 underglaze polychrome sherdsshards have a floral motif
red flowers with blue leaves the design is hand painted un-
derneathderneath the glazed surface the brush strokes can be seen
in the design of the leaves which seem to be painted in one
stroke of the brush the brush is controlled by pressure to
narrow or widen the design the designs are not outlined
or stippled as in transfer printed or decal printed vessels

the boldly painted whiteware appeared on the market
from 1810 onwards these vessels were painted in bright
enamel colors to appeal to the working class 17 there was a
great potential at that time for producing dinner services for
the newly created industrial middle class

porcelain
porcelain differs from earthenware and stoneware in that

the clay is translucent and vitrifiedvitri fied due to the extreme high
temperatures at which it is fired there are three main types
of porcelain hard paste soft paste and glass glass porcelain
is a mixture of kaolin clay and silica

hard paste porcelain is made from white kaolin clay and
fusible felspathicfeldspathicfelspathic stone on a fresh brick the paste is fine
grained compact and nonabsorbentnon absorbent all chinese porcelain
is this hard paste type and is the true china which is a term
denoting its place of origin and too often misused when ap-
plied to all types of tableware

porcelain cannot be scratched with a knife rather the knife
will leave black marks on the porcelain usually any decor-
ation on porcelain is placed over the glaze since it would
burn off at the extreme temperature in which the body is
fired the paste will appear uniform from the surface to
surface because of the vitrification of the clay at high tem-
peraturespera tures the surface becomes nonabsorbentnon absorbent due to the fusing
that takes place during firing

the importing of chinese porcelain by england reached
its climax between 1760 and 1780 after this it gradually
declined due to improvement of english porcelainsporcel ains which
are soft paste types in addition the chinese had shipped

ITibiditibid p 9
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such large quantities that the market was flooded trade to
the united states increased around 1800 18 the technology
of making porcelain was not fully developed in the united
states prior to 1900

the porcelain from the whitmer farm site is the hard
paste type porcelain most of the pieces are from a bowl dec-
orated in a floral motif over the glaze figure 6gag

clay pipes
three fragments of white clay pipes were unearthed but

none had manufacturer s marks two pieces were small while
the other was the fragment of a pipe bowl figure 6hah

GLASS

the early history of glass manufacturing in the united
states is directly connected with that of england english
bottles such as corboysworboys and flasksflacks filled with whiskey were
sent to the colonies american glass manufacturing was dis-
couragedcou raged in order to maintain a reliance on the mother coun-
try these early bottles were free blown 19

the first american glassmakersglassmakers arrived in jamestown in
1608 butthisbutchisbut this industry was short lived it was not until 1739
when caspar wistar of salem county new jersey started a
glasshouse that glass manufacturing was a successful enter-
prise in the united states

after the american revolution strict controls were no
longer exercised on industry many glasshousesglasshouses were started and
several new manufacturing techniques were developed the
most important plants which opened shortly after the revo-
lution were that of the stanger brothers in 1781 in glassboroglassbornGlassboro
new jersey the pitkin glasshouse in 1783 in connecticut
and john F amelung s new bremen glass works at fred
ericktownericktown maryland in 1784

during this period of american history people were
proud of their newly formed country and extremely patriotic
as is revealed by the enormous quantities of historical flasksflacks
sold between 1820 and 1870 the most popular was the

anthony dubouleyduboulayDuBouley chinese porcelain new york G P putnamsputnamsrPutnams
sons 1963 p 110

graydon LI1 freeman grand old american bottles descriptive listing
of glass bottle types from colonial times to present watkins glen new
york century house 1964 ppap 152015 20
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american eagle design while second in sales was the george
washington flask

with the glass industry in full bloom diversification be-
gan to take place and new inventions produced to satisfy
the demands of consumers the bottles of this period were
formed by open molds in which only the body was molded
the neck and finish had to be shaped by hand

A common feature on ordinary utility bottles up to 1860
were pontil marks this mark was found on the base of bot-
tles and consisted of an area somewhat circular rough and
sharp where a glass rod had once been attached to maintain
control while hand making the finish or spout at times
some attempt was made to polish the sharp mark off

there was little concern over the color of glass until
foodstuffsfood stuffs began to be bottled then people desired to
see what was in the bottle so glass had to be made lighter
dark olive green or black glass was common up to 1860
it began to be replaced by clearer and lighter colored wares
after the patenting of john mason s fruit jar in 1858

clear glass
most of the 272 fragments of clear glass from the whit-

mer site date to the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies of this total there was one whole bottle one bottle
handle 14 finish fragments 6 fragments of mason jar tops
25 base pieces 18 plate glass pieces one piece of pressed
glass and 206 body fragments practically all of the clear
glass were bottle fragments

the pressed glass plate fragment has a wall thickness of
three tenths of an inch the pressed glass technique was de-
veloped in the 1820s and at this time the wall was thick
producing a heavy plate the earliest pressed plates range
from one fourth to one half inch thick 220 the fragment found
at the peter whitmer farm site is similar to an early plate
illustrated by mckearin 1966 plate 133 no 1 the most
distinguishing factor of the fragment is the heart motif along
the rim of the dish figure 7aaa

the whole bottle found during the excavation is a small
rectangular medicine bottle figure 7bab it stands 2 78

george S and helen mckearin american glass new york crown
publishers 1966 p 337
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inches high 1 316 inches long and 34 inches wide on the
shoulder is the mark 355 and on the base is 38 7 or 313

777 7 the bottle was made in an owens automatic bottle ma-
chine as indicated by mold marks on the base and the mold
seams which extend to the sealing surface of the finish the
finish has a screw thread 332 of an inch apart and a bore
of 716 of an inch the cap is made of plastic and on the
inside is a capital 13 in a circle the cap tightens securely
to a collar below the threads

this bottle is relatively modern since the owens machine
was invented in 1903 the capital 13 in a circle is the
trademark of the brockway glass company brockway penn-
sylvania founded in 1907

the various bottle finishes manufactured of clear glass
are of three basic types 1 1 threaded 2 pressure seals
and 3 cork stopped the threaded closures appear to be
pieces of a mason jar figure 7cac and a catsup bottle figure
7dad both have continuous moldmoli seams up to the sealing sur-
face indicating manufacture by the automatic bottle machine

the pressure sealed bottle s finishes are of the lightening
type figure 7eae and sure seal type figure 7eae f the light-
ening closure seals the lid in this case a glass lid securely
down over the outside rim of the finish A wire lever is used
to put pressure on the lid to seal it down tight to release
pressure all one has to do is lift the wire lever the sure
seal closure was invented in 1908 the glass container was
sealed by crimping the lid over the outside of the finish and
over a glass edge when removed the crimped edge buckled
and could not be resealedseatedre

the cork stopped bottle s finishes were manufactured with
an automatic bottle machine also they appear to be medicine
bottles figure 8aaa b and possibly a shoe polish bottle fig-
ure 80ac8c

the recovered bottle bases are oval rectangular octagonal
and round in shape approximately half have the character-
istic indented ring produced by the owens automatic bottling
machine the octagonal base is the bottom of a catsup bottle
marked with an embossed 7 figure 8dad it isis impossible
to determine what types of uses the other bottles may have
had all of the clear glass bottles seem to date to the turn of
the twentieth century or later
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lightbluelight blue and light green glass
six percent of 126 fragments of the artifacts unearthed at

the site belong to this category the following types of light-
blue and green glass were found 5 bottle bases 5 bottle
finishes 2 tumbler rims 2 electric insulator fragments 2
mason jar lid pieces 55 pieces each of plate glass and bottle
bodies

the five bottle bases span a considerable length of time
the newest is that of a carbona bottle figure 8eae the
next two samples representing an earlier time period are light-
blue and mold brown one is rectangular with an indented
circle in the middle the other is 14 sided with no distinguish-
ing features or marks the oldest base is from a round bottle
which has a distinct pontil mark figure 8faf

two of the five finishes represent early twentieth century
types figure 9aaa one is a small orifice bottle possibly for
medicine and the other is a fruit jar another is a crudely
made mold type finish figure 9bab and one was manufactured
by folding the lip over the outside of the finish figure 9cac

rim and body fragments of a lightbluelight blue pressed glass
tumbler were found it was decorated with parallel symetri
cal arches figure 9dad

dark green glass

dark green glass is represented by 25 sherdsshards of what was
probably an olive green wine bottle

dark brown glass
dark brown glass fragments were mostly body parts but

there was one finish figure 9cac and one base figure 9faf
this glass dates to the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries

NAILS

square cut nails
towards the end of the eighteenth century and into the

early nineteenth century over a hundred patents pertaining to
cut nails had been applied for 21 artifacts from the peter

bernard L fontana et al johnny ward s ranch A study in historic
archaeology the kiva journal of the arizona archaeological and historical
society vol 28 nos 121 2 1962 p 45
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whitmer farm consisted of 217 or 10.4104104 percent square nails
most of these or 182 to be exact were either broken or so
badly corroded with rust that their size could not be deter-
mined of the remaining 35 there were 5 40d nails figure
loa10aioa three 20d nails figure lob fifteen 12d nails figure
loc eight 9dad nails figure lod and four 4dad nails figure
loeioe the larger nails including the 9dad through 40d nails
are probably framing nails for the walls floor and roof the
4dad nails were very likely used for lathe work if present and
shingling

the presence of both framing and shingling nails suggests
that there was some type of structure on this location if this
were a dump one might expect a greater diversity of the nail
sizes which are found on a farm

round wire nails
the wire nail business had its beginnings sometime before

1875 but it was not until 1895 when the manufacturers of
wire nails formed an association that the wire nail began to
grow in popularity 22

several difdlfdifferentferent sizes of wire nails were found at the
whitmer farm site there was one god nail figure llalia
one 40d nail figure lib fourteen 20d nails figure liclieilcile
nine 16dl6dlad nails figure lid ten 12d nails figure lieilelle forty
one 9dad nails figure liflit six 7dad nails figure ilg one 4dad
nail figure lih and six 3dad nails figure iiihilillii included in
this category are four flatheadflat head roofing nails figure illili

wire nails represent 7.17171 percent of the total artifacts re-
covered sixty of these were so badly oxidized that their size
could not be determined accurately A greater number of
round wire nails were less corroded than square nails possibly
because the square nails were exposed to corrosion in the
ground longer than the round nails

staple nails
staple nails are U shaped and are used for nailing wire or

fencing to a post sixteen staple nails were recovered repre-
senting three different sizes figure lof h only one example
of each of the larger and smaller of these three sizes was
found

ibid ppap 484948 49
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WIRE

A great many fragments of wire were retrieved from the
site most of this wire was highly deteriorated by oxidation
in all 306 pieces of wire were counted while 32 fragments
were distinguishable as wire types

six sections of burnell s four point wire were included
among the wire found figure 12a this type of wire was
patented on june 19 1877 by arthur S burnell of marshall

town iowa
probably this is the most successful of the four point

double strand varieties of barbed wire each of the barbs
passes over a strand of the cable then between its strands
wherefrom the points of the wire project as from a center
this wire might be referred to a four point two around two
between and opposite

the wire was made by the iowa barb wire company
sometimes called iowa barb fence company and sometimes
also the barb steel wire company home office was in mar
shalltownshall town iowa and branch offices were in johnstown penn-
sylvania and new york city 23

another early variety of barbed wire found at the site is a
type called the winner figure 12b patented on 24
november 1874 by joseph F glidden of de kalb illinois

this simple barb twisted into a double strand wire was
known even in the nineteenth century as the winner it was
winner in the long litigation over priorities and was winner
too in sales competition modern styles of domestic barbs
differ little from the glidden invention 1124112124

other varieties of wire were found but the material was
so fragmented and badly rusted that identification was im-
possible these types included a single strand wire that is
similar to the jayne hill barbed wire figure 12c d this
type was patented on april 11 1876 by william H jayne
and james H hill of boone iowa

the single four point wire barbs of this patent were ap-
plied to single strands inin such a way the U bend of each
piece locked between the arms of the other piece
clamping each other firmly and securely to the said fence

henry D and francis T mccallum the fliewirewife that fenced the
ivestwestwett norman oklahoma university of oklahoma press 1965 p 251

21hidjibid p 244
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wire and leaving four points projecting in opposite direc-
tions 25

several wire loops were unearthed which belonged to a
type of mesh fence wire held together by wire loops the
wire loops were placed at the cross sections of the wire

cartridges
in addition several cartridge shells were found which in-

cluded 385838.38 saws&w figure 13a 3252.3232 saws&w figure 13b and
22.2222 shells figures 13c shotgun shells included 16 gauge
and 10 gauge sizes

both 22.2222 cartridges are of the rimfire type while the 3252.3232
and 3858.3838 cartridges are the external centerfirecenterfire types the in-
ternal centerfirecenterfire cartridge was first made in the late 1850s and
ceased to be produced in the early 1890s 26 the external cen
terfire cartridge became popular around the 1860s particu-
larly in the british army 227 rimfire cartridges were first in-
troducedtroduced in 1845 and used on the flobert BB cap 22.2222 smith
and wesson developed a 22.2222 short in 1857 28128211

REMUMCREM UMC appears on both the 3252.3232 and 385838.38 cartridges
the union metallic cartridge company was founded in 1867
and merged with remington arms company in 1902 229 three
shotgun shell cases had this mark also figures 139159 and h
the other shotgun shell case is marked winchester which
is the mark of the winchester repeating arms company
founded in 1866 30

ANGLE IRON

the angle iron consisted of two right angled pieces of
metal probably used for securing and strengthening corners

OTHER METAL ARTIFACTS

A variety of metal objects were recovered most of which
were badly rusted and broken in small fragments these ob-
jects consisted of carriage bolts figures 12e i spikes strap
metal can fragments and slag

21ibid21ibid p 247
berge historical archaeology p 213
frank C bames cartridges of the world chicago follett publishing

co 1965 p 301
bibidikid2ibidibid p 271

herschel C logan cartridges new york bonanza books 1959 p 8
301101gidibid101hidhidgis p 9
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there is a wide range of items of which only one was
found there were 56 such objects in this category included
among these were chains bricks a brass button figure 13i13
a valve handle figure l4a14alaa a metal ring a knife blade
figure l4b14blab a harness buckle figure l4c14clac a hook

hanger figure l4d14dlad wagon parts a hook end figure l4e14clae
an oar lock figure l4f14flaf a tire iron a U bolt a clay marble
a mower blade figure 15a a hammer head figure 15b a
large hoop figure 15c and a pitchfork spike figure 15d

miscellaneous
in this category are included such objects as battery posts

coal cement gun flints figure 13i and shells
there were 110 bones and 22 teeth found at the whitmer

farm site the bones represented a variety of animals possibly
including horses pigs sheep and birds also there was a
completely articulated dog burial found

SUMMARY
in the area excavated a little over 83 percent of the arti-

facts recovered were found within the confined area where
the stone foundation was discovered the distribution of cob-
ble stones foundation stones drainage tile and coal was
restricted to this same area figure 16 the artifacts were lim-
ited in space to the foundation area as seen in figures 17a and
b A cross section along a north south line reveals that there was
a heavy concentration of artifacts in the log cabin area while
those areas north and south diminish in quantity to relatively
no artifacts the squares along an east west line reveal the same
phenomenon this heavy concentration of artifacts illustrates
that some type of human activity took place in this confined
area

of the 2084 artifacts unearthed at the site few would be
out of place in a habitation area objects such as wagon
parts a pitch fork spike a mower blade and such may belong
more in a barn than in the living area but on the other hand
the abundance of pottery glass and other artifacts suggests
that this area was not a barn or some type of shed likewise
this was probably not a trash dump since there is a uniformity
of household items recovered rather than a cross section of
artifacts representing a broader perspective of farm life
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in summary the artifacts suggest that it is more likely that
the area in question was a habitation area than a barn corn crib
or trash dump very little dating information is available
from the artifacts to be specific as to the periods of actual
occupation most of the artifacts that could usually be used
for tight dating control were so fragmented that only a very
general time range could be established the artifacts date
from the early nineteenth century into the tweniethtwentiethtwenieth century
some of the artifacts like the bottles with mold seams over
the rim date to the twentieth century while the one with a
pontil mark was used in the first half of the nineteenth cen-
tury the square nails could date to most of the nineteenth
century and the round nails to after the turn of the present
century

conclusions
there are three sources from which to establish the ap-

proximate location of the log house where the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints was organized these are 1 1

the historical accounts 2 the description of the caretakers
along with the actual discovery of a foundation and 3 the
archaeology

the historical accounts of the 1820s and 1830s plus those
recorded by interviews with persons at later times who re-
membered events on the farm and by diaries of later visitors
to the site give a fairly clear description of the type of struc-
ture inin which the organization took place through the years
several mormonscormons have returned to the peter whitmer farm
and have been shown the site of the log house by various
owners and caretakers these early investigators indicate that
the location of the site ranges from south to southwestsouth west of a
large barn even though the barn was destroyed in 1959
there was enough data available to determine the location of
the barn and therefore the approximate site of the log house

the second source of information was provided by one of
the caretakers himself william lee powell who had farmed
the land after the church had purchased the property he was
the resident farmer between 1946 and 1952 and discovered a
foundation and recorded its precise location from fixed points
on the farm the stone alignment formed a rectangle 20 by
30 feet
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these two sources provide us with a suggestion of what
peter whitmer s log house looked like it was one and one
half stories high probably 20 by 30 feet overall with one
room 20 by 20 feet and one room 10 by 20 feet on the ground
level with stairs leading to an attic loft

the purpose of the archaeological excavations was to sub-
stantiate the historical sources by locating the site of peter
whitmer s log house even though the foundation had been
removed the artifacts recovered from the site were distributed
in such a way that they outlined the location of the site the
various types of artifacts whether studied individually or as
a group were confined to a specific area remnants of foun-
dation stones nails glass wire pottery tile and other artifacts
were distributed in an area approximately 30 by 40 feet and
in nearly the same area pointed out by mr powell As our
trenches were excavated away from the area the artifacts inin-
cluding cobble stones dramatically disappeared some type of
structure must have occupied this location if it had been a
barn corral corn crib tool shed or some other type of farm
structure one would expect a completely different assemblage
of artifacts than was unearthed we found fragmented pieces
of bottle glass ironstone and porcelain dishes shell cartridges
drainage tile square nails and coal most of these artifacts
reflect domestic use

there is one problem which cannot be answered if the
log house was torn down before 1888 why do artifacts dating
to after this date appear at the site there are probably many
plausible explanations but none which are conclusive it
does not seem that the location of these artifacts distributed
in the exact location of earlier artifacts was arbitrary possibly
the building was not completely destroyed since remnants of
it were still present inin 1959 maybe it was used later than
1888 or at least a portion of it

if this log house is ever restored it might look like the one
described by willers in 1880 31 it would be a structure con-
structedstructed of approximately 40 logs notched at the corners to
strengthen the walls the floor would be made of hand hewn
lumber overhead would be cross beams and rafters hand

diedrich willers jr the centennial celebration of general sullivans
campaign against the iroquois in 1779 waterloo new york waterloo li-
brary and historical society 1880 ppap 485348 53
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sawn roofboardsroofboards covered with either a split shingle roof or
bark roof there would be an open fireplace with a big pole
and trammel while alongside was probably a bakeovenbake oven the
thick log walls would most likely be plastered with mud to
keep out the cold

furniture and equipment which adorned the cabin might
consist of wooden hooks from which were suspended flint
lock rifles a shot gun and a musket along with these weap-
ons there would be a shot powder horn bullet pouch and shot
bag shelves would contain plates and platters and cups of
pewter and pottery of variousvarious types in a corner there would
be a wooden water bucket with a gourd for drinking water
in the fireplace would hang iron pots and kettles for cooking
also bake kettles skilletsskillettskillets and spiders a gridiron a toasting
iron ladles skimmers a toasting fork fire dogs or andironsand irons
and a heavy shovel and tongs would be present there might
be a wooden bread trough for kneading bread dough along
with a braided straw breadbasketbread basket in another part of the
house there could be a flax wheel and hatchel and perhaps
bed warming pans from the beams there might hang strings
of dried apples pumpkins or other food stuffs

it is hoped that the mormon church will maintain the
present house as an information center to describe the events
that took place on the peter whitmer farm the log house
should be constructed as it was originally built as it would
be a thrilling and educational experience if the visitor could
also open the door to the log house and step into the year
1830



uncle heber
kissed me

MARIE L MYER

uncle heber was coming we were tired of waiting we
had been at grandma s since ten sitting fidgety in our new
dresses sister tuttleturtletuttie made them for us I1 never could re-
member her name I1 thought perhaps it was tunnel bringing
up a long dark cool image with me through the years then
I1 knew that tunnel was only the remembering word and that
it really was tuttle sharp and crisp like that like a thimble
rapping you on the head maybe or eating peanut brittle the
dresses were red and hung in the closet for years after even
when we weren t little girls anymore they hung there one
had strawberries on the top for the baby sister tuttle
said and the cherries for brown eyed marie and the peaches
for carolyn the oldest

now it was nearly noon and the hot dixie sun wheeled
higher in the sky sending its rays slicing across the sky
when we squinted our eyes at it its image black against the
inside of our eyelids as we blinked it on and off again

we had been waiting since ten then I1 had lost my shoes
somewhere in the drowsy droning morning they had shooedshooer
us out of the waiting house long ago now we played the
three of us in the red sand by the ditch bank sifting it through
our fingers wriggling our toes in its delicious warmth
pillaging the pyramid lairs of the doodle bug surprising
him in his hungry waiting waiting waiting the grown-
ups had long since forgotten us in their apple pie furniture

marie L myer graduated from BYU in 1954 and received that university s
elsie C carroll award in the same year she has published articles in sage
and las vegas life and is currently as she says it making her literary
comeback from the kitchen sink
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drawing by peter L myer director of the B F larsen art gallery brigham
young university formerly chairman of the art department university of
nevadaneada at las vegas husband of the author
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polish bustle of preparedness I1 could feel grandma s old
house waiting now cool and dark

then in a rush of relatives hands quickly brushing sand off
our dresses hunting for shoes liehelleile was here filling the world
with his voice and his laughing and his presence

do you remember your uncle hebe liehelleile boomed and
he bent down and shook our hands mother thought it was
sacrilege for him to call himselfliimselfseif uncle hebe but he did
it anyway

grandma s front door is of heavy dark wood and the
glass mitered on the corners and around the edges gives off
a cool green glow we children never used the front door
but ran around the wide columned porch to the side door next
to the kitchen window but today we all went in the front
door and stood around in greeting groups I1 couldncoulden t see him
at all just the tall backs of grownups but I1 stood squeezed
by the door in the special occasion somberness of the foyer
and looked up at the dark high ceilings in my mind I1 could
see into the dining room with its heavy round table we always
used at thanksgiving I1 could see into the living room grand-
pa lytle s picture was on that wall in an oval frame looking
forbiddingly grand covered with greenish curved glass his
big brush mustache carefully trimmed grandpa lytle is dead
now and so is grandma and the living room is still filled
with the heart stopping awe of being a child in the presence of
the grief of grownups the somberness will never leave the
room even with the new sofa and lamps the piano seems
so big and I1 feel like sitting very still and not saying any-
thing hearing back in the years the solemn drone of con-
dolence calls and the solemn scent of flowers

the foyer was filled with grownups but he sought us out
and shook our hands his eyes were the world with the
sun reflected in them I1 stood in the dark shadow of the
door and my hand was in his strong clasp do you remember
your uncle hebe children this is carolyn this is marie
this is rachel the baby

rachel his mother s name was rachel rachel baby rae
I1 will kiss you because you are beautiful your eyes are blue
and your name is the same as hers

his strong arms lifted and swung her up through the
darkness of the foyer into the sun bright red strawberries
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on her dress bare legs still a little sticky with the sand the
wheeling sun was on his face in his eyes and he was the
world he was the prophet I1 thought my heart would burst
with the happiness in the sun and uncle heber kissed me

I1 stood by the door in the darkened foyer my eyes were
brown my hair was brown there were cherries on my dress
and I1 never did find my shoes he set her on her feet again
baby rae beautiful blonde blue eyed with strawberries
and with a little strawberry mark on her cheek where his
whiskers had brushed but she was only a baby the gift was
hers but the memory is mine

I1 stood by the door and looked into the still wheeling
sun and I1 thought I1 could feel his kiss on my lips still feel
his beard on my face thought my heart would surely
burst with happiness the gift was hers but the memory of
wheeling sun heart tight with joy the world in the eyes of
the prophet is minemine alone



communist propaganda in
south vietnam

LT COLONEL PHILIP M FLAMMER

propaganda dr joseph goebbels once wrote has
nothing to do with truth what matters is that it achieves
its purposes and its primary purpose according to this all
time master of the art is to support political aims by unleash-
ing volcanic passions outbreaks of rage to set masses of
people on the march to organize hatred and despair with ice
cold calculation

modern political democracies tend to discount propaganda
the communists on the other hand have adopted and re-
fined principles laid down by the nazis these principles
are in full use in vietnam today indeed in that strife torn
country the communists equate the propaganda war with po-
litical and military operations

americans both in and out of vietnam are inclined to find
communist propaganda amusing being villifiedvilli fied is part of
the game and some communist claims are astonishing to say
the least no village for example could have survived the
38000 separate artillery bombardments and scores of B 52
strikes claimed in one message at the same time president
ho chi minh s announcement at the end of 1968 that during
the past year we killed wounded or captured 630000 US
aggressors and their satellites was hilariously absurd

close examination of the voluminous messages that regu-
larly flow out of radio hanoi and clandestine stations in the

dr flammer professor of military history at air university at maxwell
AFB alabama and former professor at the USAF academy in colorado
springs colorado is editor of aerospace commentary and associate editor of
AU review he is the author of airpowerAirpower and twentieth century warfare

1968-
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south however reveal an ominous pattern of themes backed
by the latest and best propaganda techniques thus informed
americans should find little amusement in the fact that the
real target audience are the uncommitted south vietnamese
who are being taught to hate enough to arise and avenge
your compatriots once this end is understood the basic
themes stand out with impressive clarity the americans are
evil aggressors who willingly trample underfoot the sacred
rights of the vietnamese people the present thieu ky regime
and its army are satellites of the americans the national
front for the liberation of south vietnam commonly called
the NLF is the champion of the just cause and the peoples
liberation armed forces PLAF never lose put together
reinforced by real and fabricated incidents reiterated again
and again these themes in reality are heavy rounds fired with
cunning and precision in a deadly serious propaganda war

for obvious reasons the utter wickedness of american
policy in general and the U S troops in particular is the foun-
dation theme As dr goebbels pointed out it is easier to
unite people against something such as injustice arrogance
exploitation etc than it is to unite them for a particular
form of government or code of ethics and in vietnam the
communists have an almost perfect target emphasizing that
the americans have a foreign and bigoted culture they
lay on the charges of imperialism and aggression that is why
the french and japanese came they remind the citizenry what
is different about the americans

the united states is the aggressor in vietnam a typical
message reads it has brought more than 500000 troops
from the other side of the pacific to invade vietnam the
US aggression tramples underfoot the vietnamese people s

fundamental national rights this aggression encroaches
on every vietnamese family As a result of the US aggres-
sion and treason of the puppet administration every family
in vietnam has had someone killed or wounded its house
and property destroyed hanoi radio 8 march 1969

continued emphasis on this theme sets the stage for a sup-
porting one ie the utter wickedness of american troops
unfortunately there are more than enough incidents of vio-
lence between american soldiers and vietnamese nationals
to feed the propaganda grist mills and few known incidents
occur that are not exploited even routine accidents can be
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turned into displays of vicious unconcern for the vietnamese
people the following story grew out of a clearing operation
in which a vietnamese was accidentally run over by a tractor
and killed id rather die than let the yanks and puppets
raze our village the victim is quoted as saying

he faced the machines started at the bandits and ordered
stop you have no right to sack our land the wicked

american soldiers turning a deaf ear to him drove forward
but he promptly lay down to bar them A bulldozer bummedburned
him with earth the villagers ran up As instilled with new
strength he pushed away the earth stood up stretched out
his arms and shouted 1 I would rather die than let you
no sooner had he finished his words than he was cut inin two
by a bulldozer which ran over him his arms however re-
mained stretched out and his angry eyes wide open as
though he still was assaulting the enemy liberation news-
paper 6 march 1969

because there are enough true incidents to give the theme
some credibility the outright fabrications which naturally ap-
pear with names dates and plenty of gore are often just as
efficacious as genuine incidents it could be a story of ameri-
can GIs feeding candy to two young boys who soon fell sick
and blood began oozing from their mouths and noses they
died very soon clandestine radio 3 feb 1969 or it
could be an orgy of madness

at 1600 hours on 15 january more than 20 boats full of
US air cavalrymen shelled and machine gunned the rach
goc house at hamlet no 2 my thanh dong village ducdue
hue district long an province killing a woman then the
bloodthirsty U S soldiers landed and mopped up the area
they broke into the house of seventy year old nguyen van
soi dragged his daughter nguyen thithl hein out of an anti
shelling underground shelter inin the house and attempted to
rape her when nguyen van soi went to the rescue of his
daughter he was stabbed by the U S soldiers with their
bayonets then they took turns in raping the girl to death
after she was dead they tore her corpse to pieces

after having killed nguyen van soisol and his daughter
the U S soldiers saw a number of compatriots taking refuge
in the shelter immediatelyinunediately they plugged the shelter up and
tossed hand grenades tear gas grenades and fire grenades
into the shelter killing all the compatriots in it when two
children who survived the massacre tried to climb up they
were caught by the U S soldiers who wrang their necks and
tore their corpses A sixty year old woman named nhuyenchuyen
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thi sang was shot dead her arms still holding her grand-
daughter two pregnant women twentyfivetwenty five year old
nguyen thi ut and thirty five year old nguyen thi duong
were burned to death their fetuses were ejected from their
bodies their five children were also killed in the fire in all
21 persons were killed by the U S air cavalry men in the
shelter they were from four families they included 12
children from five to seven years old a seventy year old man
and a sixty year old woman the remainder were all women
including two who were pregnant clandestine radio 7
february 1969

in broadcasts such as this the utter wickedness of the
american troops is paraded again and again the message is
clear U S troops are all cruel vicious imperialists who
couldncoulden t care less for the vietnamese people they despise
puppet officers and men they kidnap south vietnamese
women rape armymen s wives and daughters landand rob the
people in broad daylight tran buu kiemkiernklem statement
paris 7 feb 1969

it is difficult to overestimate the importance of the anti
american theme for on it rests the other basic truths for
example it is absolutely vital to the communists that the
existing saigon government be tied to U S imperialism
only in this way can they parade as true friends and liber-
ators of those whom they like to call their compatriots

this basic truth is reiterated with monotonous regularity
indeed the saigon government is never mentioned without
appropriate adjectives such as lackey puppet or satel-
lite the thieu ky huong clique is but a gang of traitors
a typical message reads they serve as an instrument for the
U S aggression and live on it this accounts for their oppo-
sition to an end of the U S war of aggression and their oppo-
sition to independence democracy peace neutrality and
eventual reunification of the country they do not represent
the south vietnamese people they are only pawns and hench-
men of the U S imperialists their voice has no value at
all liberation radio 5 feb 1969 another time the trio
were called country selling traitors who have sold their souls
for U S dollars the clique is totally illegal repre-
senting nobody and is despised and called to be overthrown
by the entire southern peoples liberation radio 5 april
1969
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if the NLF succeeds in getting the people to accept the
view that the U S is an imperialistic aggressor with the sai-
gon government as its satellite the next basic truth comes
easy since the existing government merits overthrow the
NLF isis obviously justified in attempting to destroy it in
11 struggling resolutely to overthrow and to regain their master-
ship right hanoi radio announced the insurgents are cham-
pions of an oppressed people and faithful defenders of its
sacred rights

understandably the basic truth and what one might call
its supporting sub truths are handled much more subtly
than the crass harsh outpouring of U S war crimes

it is in this area that north vietnam while not admitting
participation in the war offers support to the south A PLAF
official visiting the north for example publicly stressed the

daily and hourly concern of our 17 million northern blood
sealed compatriots who are resolved to do everything to
help the revolution in the south grow quickly and defeat
the enemy the announced objectives of this message which
was also sent abroad in english via international service was
11 peaceful reunification of the fatherland something men-
tioned only rarely in messages directed solely to south viet-
nam where reunification is not a popular word

in this same subtle way the communist party is sometimes
mentioned it is always done without reference to com-
munism however since the party has to be the supporter
of the revolution and not the other way around one typical
message mentions how our combatants have shown their de-
votion and their defiance because they have been cared for
and educated by the party this samesarnesaine message declares that
11 their absolute loyalty to the party and the revolution has
helped develop resourcefulness and liveliness in fight-
ing and vanquishing the enemy hanoi radio 5 march
1969

it is as liberators and protectors of the oppressed that the
insurgents defend their ruthlessness toward those who would
thwart the rush to victory in their own messages the PLAF
never kill innocent people whereas the american and puppet
troops never kill anyone else the communists always des-
troy cruel enemy agents or simply the enemy A typical
message described an american assault as follows low
flying helicoptershelicopters dropped tear bombs into air raid shelters
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and machine gunned those who ran out in all more than 100
persons mostly women and children were killed and losses
in property caused to the local population was put at 100
million piplastersasters liberation radio 19 jan 1969 on the
other hand a VC assault slammed big gun fire into enemy
positions into phy my district town killing and wounding
many enemy

the last basic truth is that the PLAF never loses the
enemy is cruel and stubborn but since the stupendous

victories of this year will be followed by even more stupen-
dous victories next year the end is inevitable at the gun-
point of the southern guerrillas one message announced
11 enemy helicoptershelicopters fall like overripe fruits hanoi domestic
service 5 march 1969 at the same time the more defeats
they sustain the more cruel and mad the U S imperialists
become therefore the closer we move to victory the harder
and more violent our struggle becomes speech of general
giap carried by hanoi domestic radio service 4 may 1969
in another message the PLAF claimed that the U S imper-
ialists are endeavoring to hide their defeats with all sorts of
psychological tricks they are endeavoring to disseminate in-
vented news shamelessly fabricate imaginary military and po-
litical defeats for us in both the north and south vietnam
yet this same message includes the statement our troops
and people have advanced from victory to victory victories
which have become increasingly and unprecedentedly great and
comprehensive liberation radio 27 jan 1969

this theme serves to convince the vacillators and those who
are uncommitted that the PLAF is going to win and that
they would be wise to get on the winning side thus this
type of propaganda is usually mixed with glowing statements
of how the PLAF is extremely severe and stiff toward the U S

imperialists puppet administration and obdurate diehard
agents serving the lackeys of the country grabbers whereas
those wishing to come to the just cause can find
a meaningful and glorious way of life under the front s
flag hanoi hoc tap newspaper dec 1969 it is in sup-
port of this theme that village chiefs their families and
others who actively opt for the saigon government are often
tortured disemboweleddisemboweled or in more than one instance buried
up to the neck in anthillsanthills terror as practiced by the PLAF
is a powerful weapon
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the PLAF never lose propaganda is best illustrated by
a remarkable broadcast in march 1969 which described how
11 on a day long battle last winter seven fighters of the
peoples liberation armed forces in da nang city among
them two young women killed over eighty U S and puppet
troops and wounded many others smashing the encirclement
by an enemy force eighty times superior in number

giving names dates and places the broadcast described
how the seven dumped a fierce fire on a civil guard com-
pany a field police company a LJ S military police pla-
toon and dozens of cruel popular defense agents all day
the fight raged details include how one girl decided to cut
her hair and how some of the fighters broke into a house
shooting a cruel enemy agent in his bed after seven
hours of continuous fighting the broadcast concluded they
got tired but they kept assaulting the enemy with the mettle
of victories holding fast about 500 U S and puppet troops
who tightly encircled them just on a small tract of land

by 3 pm the enemy had lost 80 killed and many wound-
ed apparently they were badly hurt and began loosening
their encircling belt and resorted to a violent artillery fire
by nightfall as the enemy huddled together for jearfearteaytedyfeay of sud-
den attack italics minelmine the liberation fighters with the
help of the population secretly returned to their unit with all
their weapons and those they had captured from the enemy
liberation radio 9 march 1969

although the main target audience in south vietnam are
the uncommitted south vietnamese the americans in large
part must live with the legacy after all they are the ones
to be hated killed and driven from the country yet
this writer has heard otherwise well informed americans insist
that communist propaganda is worthless and that a few
billion pamphlets extolling the political idealism of american
GIs and the wonders of nation building under the thieu re-
gime are much more effective this view is dangerous non-
sense for it fails to recognize either the purpose of the propa-
ganda or the target audience and this failure not only allows
communist propaganda to more or less progress unchecked
it often supports basic communist themes the remarkable
tendency of some americans to play up american atrocities
while disregarding the mass terrorism of the viet cong is
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used to support the cruel GIgl theme defeatist statements
of certain U S political leaders rightly or wrongly find
their way into propaganda messages as positive proof that the
PLAF will win in the end

although U S involvement in vietnam is declining and
communist emphasis on propaganda in that area will soon
be shifting there are some vital lessons to be learned from
their propaganda war in south vietnam for one thing it
strongly suggests that american soldiers cannot set foot in
alien and underdeveloped countries without becoming targets
for charges of aggression and imperialism and the charges
will probably stick backward peoples often do not understand
political idealism and no profound statement by the U S

government is likely to ring as true in their ears as the bald
assertion that the rich foreigners are in their country out of
blatant self interest at the same time and partly for the
same reasons U S soldiers must be made aware of the full
implications of their actions misfortunes ranging from
thoughtlessness to cruelty are common enough in any war in
counterinsurgencycounterinsurgency as in all wars it is vital that this sort of
thing not occur indeed wisdom and forebearanceforebearance is needed
to the point where insurgents cannot provoke incidents in
saigon for example individual snipers were used for a time
to pick off soldiers U S airpowerairpower took care of the snipers
but the VC used the shattered houses as proof of american
disregard for vietnamese property

another powerful lesson stems from the fact that the
communists by choice used propaganda to elevate the strug-
gle into a full blown crusade under the premises that the
end justifies the means and it is necessary to teach hate so
that the people will want to kill crusades have consistently
escalated themselves into the bloodiest and most vicious con-
flicts in history despite the claims violence is never one
sided in such wars and it is the side that hatesbates the most that
promotes the most violence moreover hate once gener-
ated cannot be turned off and on at will it has a direct
legacy at the conference table where its offspring passions
vows promises and revenge make their voices heard peace
is always difficult but peace born of this kind of war is the
most difficult of all that is what general moshe dayan
meant when after the arab israeli war of 1967 liehelleile said
now that the war is over the trouble begins



variations between copies
of the first edition
of the book of mormon

JANET JENSON

much has been written about changes between the 1830
edition of the book of mormon the first and modern
editions but knowledge is less widespread about the varia-
tions that exist between different copies of the 18501830 edition
itself we are now aware of 41 such changes and there are
certainly others that have not yet been discovered

three fourths of the 41 changes were picked up when
alfred bush of princeton university library using a hinman
collator compared the 1830 edition copy in the scheide li-
brary with a copy from brigham young university and one
from the historical department of the church using this
list of changes as a base and adding other changes discovered
by other people 70 different copies of the 1830 edition of the
book of mormon have since been compared I1 personally
examined a number of copies in utah and many libraries
around the country took time to check the list against their
own copies

different combinations of corrections were found in 60
of the 70 copies making 60 unique copies the discovery of
additional variants might well cause even those which are
considered now alike to become unique seventy is not quite
1.51515 percent of the total 5000 which were printed but with

janet jenson until recently a member of the church historical department
is currently serving with the peace corps in the west indies she received
her BA and MA degrees from BrIgbrighamharn young university and an MS
degree from columbia university in 1966 she has published previously in the
instructor
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just the 41 changes so far discovered it is mathematically
possible that each of the 5000 copies could be unique

table I11 shows the page and line of each change including
the error version and the corrected version of the change
however it is difficult to tell in some cases which is the error
and which is the correction A preliminary list assumed that
the correction would be the way it appeared in the 1837
edition for instance the word judges was assumed to be the
error and judges the correction because it appears as judges in
the 1837 edition

subsequent work with the arrangement of the changes in
the signatures and the greater frequency of appearance of the
word judges led to the conclusion that judges was the error
judges the correction and that a change had been made back
to judges in the the 1837 edition 1

table 2 is a list of errors which have not yet been discov-
ered in a corrected state however a check of more copies
might reveal that these errors also appear corrected in some
copies

there is also a probability that there are other errors which
have been corrected in all copies that have thus far been
checked for errors and have therefore not yet been picked up
as variants

FREQUENCY OF ERRORS

the number of errors per copy ranges from 3 copies with
only 2 errors each up to 2 copies with 14 errors each half
of the 70 copies studied have from 5 to 8 errors

some errors appear more frequently than others they
apparently did not get corrected until later in the press run
for example greyt judeah and leknessmekness appear in only 4
copies each while 122722 appears inin 61 copies the majority of
the errors appear in 9 to 16 copies table 3 shows the fre-
quency of different types of errors

it is difficult to tell in all cases whether an error is a spell-
ing error or a typographical error so the figures for those
kinds might be adjusted differently

the main basis for this decision was the hypothesis that errors on the
same form will appear as corrections in the same copies in other words judges
appeared with other errors in the forms where it occurred and judges appeared
with other corrections in the forms where it occurred
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TABLE 1

variations IN THE 183018301850 EDITION OF THE BOOK OF
MORMON

page & line error correction

IViv vi iv
74212174 2121 he the
812081 20 holy one holy one
832883 28 condescentions condescensions
91991 9 carcases carcasses
14414436s36a oboutabout about
20737207 37 excedingcedingexceedingex exceeding
20737207 37 geertgrert great
212 122 212
2184381218 45814381 these which those which
22643226 43 amlicitesAmlicites amlicitesAmlicites
2316231 6 judges judges
23315233 15 bretrenbrethen brethren
2345234 5 wokrswokes lsiisiist works
23626236 26 god god
27519275 19 this this
28627286 27 ifthouifthou if thou
28636286 36 khownchown known
34129341 29 brethrrenbretheren brethren
34218342 18 river sidon river sidon
3431343 1 river sidon river sidon
3432343 2 river sidon riverniverriver sidon
34310343 10 lands and lands and
35017350 17 judges judges
35138351 38 armors armours
35234352 34 amalikiah amalickiah
38728387 28 judeah judea
3934393 4 neither does neither do
39430394 30 city and city and
40134401 34 judges judges
40817408 17 kishkumenKishkumen and his kishkumenKishkumen and his

band which band which
45831458 31 them as them As
45818458 18 gaddianhi giddianhiGiddianhi
487 48 487
5072627507 2627 which is in my name which is my name
5142514 2 maybe may be
52189521 89 rumderers murderers
57515575 15 elder priest elder or priest
5761718576 1718 unto the baptism unto baptism
58241582 41 meknesslekness meekness
583 31a stireth stirrethstirrettstirreth

atheseathelehese errors were brought to the attention of the writer by james wardle
of salt lake city when this study had almost been completed they were there-
fore not checked in most of the 70 copies
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TABLE 2

ERRORS NOT YET discovered IN A CORRECTED stateastate21spatea
page & line error needed correction

25925 9 chid child
391139 11 daghterdaghmer daughter
901790 17 horner homer
11314113 14 to mrrowarrow tomorrow
13919139 19 prophesy and2nd prophesy
14443144 43 feadingbeading feeding
2046204 6 puteth puttethputteti
2265226 5 sidomeidom sidon
25139251 39 striped stripped
2682268 2 tempelssempels temples

26817268 17 redeye receive
34824348 24 prohesyprophesy prophesy
3821382 1 GHAPTER CHAPTER
41036410 36 judegment judgementjudgement
4141414 1 nobler robber
42616426 16 samnelsamael samuel
42633426 33 bacausebacasse because

42634426 34 mor over moreover
42714427 14 higwayhigday highway
42923429 23 befalbecal befall
42924429 24 iniqitiesiniclitiesiniquities iniquities
4316431 6 treutreasuressures treasures

4352435 2 angles angels
44335443 35 arrrivenarrriven arrivedarriven
4613461 3 gaddianhi giddianhiGiddianhi

49031490 31 berak break

49135491 35 multitude multitude 1

4991499 1 rereward rearward
50128501 28 rereward rearward
5235523 5 realisenealise realize
53615536 15 cratedcerated created
5411541 1 clowd cloud
54139541 39 brethern brethren
5427542 7 brethern brethren
55634556 34 opon upon

alnainn perusing the various studies available concerning changes between the
1830 and later editions changes were picked out which were similar in
character to those known to have been corrected within the 18301850 edition this
list could doubtless be lengthened by a more careful search for printing errors

onebone library reported finding this corrected state in their copy if this is
correct and not a misreading this variant belongs in table 1
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TABLE 3

FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ERRORS

spacing 2

paging 3

punctuation 5

wording changes 5

spelling 7

capitalization 9
typographical 10

total 41

historical information ON

PRINTING PROCESS OF 1830 BOOK OF MORMON

those who were involved with the actual printing of the
1830 book of mormon have left very little information as to
how the errors occurred and were corrected hyrum smith
oliver cowdery and martin harris have all been mentioned
in various sources as having been at the printer s and as having
carried the manuscript to the printer each day and taken it
home again each night no description written by any of
them has been found dealing with the printing details of the
work

stephen S harding later governor of utah was a resident
of palmyra in his childhood he claims to have spent a day in
grandin s print shop on a later visit to palmyra when he
was in his eighties he described the printing process in a
work of anti mormon character

the printing was done on a lever press of that period and
when a sufficient number of pages for the entire edition of
five thousand copies had been completed the type had to be
distributed this was a slow process in comparison with what
is done in a jobbing office of todayto day 2

the best source of information as to what went on in the
print shop is probably john H gilbert who worked for E B
grandin and composed 500 of the 570 pages of the book 3

gilbert has been quoted by several people F M lyman vis

thomas gregg the prophet of palmyra new york john B aldenaiden
1890 P 47

andrew jenson and edward stevenson interview with john H gilbert in
infancy of the church salt lake city 1889 p 37
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itedcited him on 23 october 1897 when gilbert wrote the following
statement in lyman s journal

I1 was the principal compositor of the said mormon
bible corncommencingmencing on the same inin august 1829 and finish-
ing the same in march 18318518300 4

wilford wood s reprint of the 1830 book of mormon
includes a lengthy statement made by john H gilbert on 8
september 1892 at palmyra but gives no source for this state-
ment we learn from it however that gilbert and J H
bortles did the press work from august to december taking
about three days for each form gilbert states that

the bible was printed on a smith press single pull and
old fashioned balls or niggerheadsNiggerheads were used composi-
tion rollers not having come into use in the small printing
offices 5

gilbert also tells us that one sheet of paper would print
16 pages 8 pages to each side which was then folded into
a signature there are 37 of these 16 page signatures in the
book 6 in december a journeyman pressman thomas mc-
auley was hired and he and bortles did the balance of the
presswork

HOW DID THE VARIANTS OCCUR

type would be set for only one form one side of the
sheet 8 pages at a time that form would then be run off the
press As errors were noted during the printing process the
wrong piece of type would be changed but the sheets printed
with the error would not be discarded when all 5000 copies
of this first form had been printed and were dry the other
form with its 8 pages would be run off on the reverse side
of the sheet the same correcting process might also occur
on these pages so various combinations of errors and cor-
rectionsrections might occur on both sides of this one sheet which
was then folded into a 16 page signature As the different

an affadavitaffidavitAffadavit deseret news church section 4 february 19331935 p I11

wilford wood joseph smith begins his work salt lake city deseret
news press 1958 memorandum made by john H gilbert in the unpaged
introductory material this press was purchased by the church in 1906 with an
affadavitaffadavaffidavitaffa davitt from gilbert saying it was the press he used elder s journal 3
11 I july 190611906 391 it is now on display at the museum in the bureau of
information on temple square in salt lake city

widibid
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signatures were gathered to put together a copy of the book
each signature having its own combination of errors and cor-
rectionsrections the possibilities for variations multiplied

the corrections in table I11 occur in 17 of the 37 signa-
tures no corrections have yet been found in other signatures
eight is the most changes occurring in any one signature the
22nd several signatures have only one change each

variations COMMON IN EARLY PRINTING

variations such as we have between different copies of
the 1830 book of mormon are fairly common in printing
from early presses they occur either accidentally through
displacement of the type or intentionally by correction
of the type after the printing process has already begun in-
tentionaltentional correction may be necessary because of errors due
to misreading of the manuscript placing type in the wrong
sequence failure of memory picking type from the wrong
case or having the wrong type in the case 7

accidental displacement of type during the printing process
was particularly likely when the type was dabbed with ink
balls which was the procedure used in printing the 1830
book of mormon because the ink balls tended to draw out
loose type this could have been the case with the error in the
page number on page 487 if the 7 had been pulled out and not
detected this could also have happened on page 74 line 21
with the where the t could have dropped out to leave he if a
letter dropped out it either might not have been replaced or
it might have been replaced with an incorrect letter in errors
of a single letter it is difficult to tell whether the word was
originally spelled correctly and a dropoutdrop out caused later versions
to be spelled incorrectly or whether the type was originally
set incorrectly and later corrected to the right spelling

bibliographer ronald B mckerrow emphasizes the fre-
quency and haphazard nature of variation between copies in
early printing

we may say that in any early book the probability of
finding such variants is very great it cannot be supposed
that the binder when gathering the sheets for binding
would trouble himself as to whether they represented the

ronalddonaldmonald B mckerrow an introduction to bibliography oxford claren-
don press 1928 chapter 6
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final correction or not he would take them as they happened
to come it is therefore quite unscientific to speak of a more
or less corrected copy of a book 8

IS THERE A FIRST PRINTED COPY OF THE
BOOK OF MORMON FIRST EDITION

this brings us to the question as to whether the uncut
pages which wilford wood used for his reprint really are

the first printed uncut sheets of the first edition of the
book of mormon 9 meaning the first copies to come from
the press A deseret news article in the 4 february 1895 issue
also describes the first mormon bible ever printed in the form
of uncut pages in the hands of pliny T sexton 10 if mcker-
row s hypothesis applies to the 1830 book of mormon it
seems unlikely that there is a first printed copy of the
book if wood s uncut pages are the first printed copy they
ought to contain all the errors and none of the corrections
except in the case of dropoutsdrop outs where the reverse would be
true his uncut pages however contain only 10 of the 41
errors it may well be the first collated or gathered copy but
it seems unlikely that there was a first printed copy in this
special sense

mckerrow s hypothesis certainly seems to be the case with
the 1830 book of mormon there is no particular pattern to
the corrections except that certain corrections on the same
form of the same signature usually appear together but
there are cases where even this is not true

pages 231 and 234 are on the same form the errors on
those pages judges and wokeswokrs appear together in 5 of the
copies there is one copy however where wokeswokrs appears but
judges has been corrected to ludresfudgesjudges the same thing occurs
with brethenbretren on page 233 and god on page 236 on pages

bibidibid8ibid p 209
wood joseph smith begins affadavitsaffidavitsAffa davits in unpaged introductory material

major john H gilbert deseret evening news 4 february 1895 p 8
wilford wood s uncut copy of the 1830 edition allows us to determine

the order of pages on each form of the signature he has included a photograph
of one uncut sheet in his reprint of the 1830 book of mormon titled joseph
smith begins his work A microfilm of his entire copy of uncut pages is
available at the historical department of the church call number film
m2221 al 1 the sequence of pages for each form is shown below

8 9 12 5
4 13 16 1I
2 15 14 3
6 11 10 7
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275 and 286 are three errors on the same form this and
chownkhown appear in 16 copies and ifthouif thou appears inin 17 copies alt-
hough ifthou and chownkhown are on the same page there are 2
copies where ifthou does not appear with the others and one
copy where this does not appear with the others

it would be interesting to compare the list of errors in
tables I11 and 2 with the printer s manuscript now in the
hands of the reorganized church but an inquiry directed to
them regarding this possibility was not answered an 1884
saints herald issueissue contains a report of a book of mormon
committee comparing the 1830 edition with the printer s

manuscript which was then in the hands of david whitmer
approximately 350 differences are listed but of the 77 cor-
rectionsrections and possibilities for correction in this study only one
is included in the book of mormon committee report that
one is the word nobler which appears instead of robber on
page 414 line LI1 12 it seems inconceivable that all of the
errors in the present study were also errors in the manuscript
one can only conclude that the 1884 study did not pick up
all the differences between the manuscript and the 1830
edition or that the copy of the 1830 edition that they used
had nearly all of the errors corrected

the present study is obviously only a preliminary look at
the subject if the hinman collator could be used to compare
every copy of the 1830 edition with every other copy many
more variations might be discovered and more conclusions
might be drawn there are certainly many more extant copies
of the 1830 book of mormon that could be checked also
with the present list as a starting point perhaps we can be-
gin to learn more about and understand the who how and
why of the printing variations between copies of the 1830
edition of the book of mormon

book of mormon committee report saints herald 23 august 1884
ppap 5450455454854480454854 48



notes and
comments

THE FREDERICK KESLER collection
during the past several months a number of important

manuscript collections have been acquired by the special col-
lections division of the J willard marriott library of the
university of utah

one of the most significant for the student of mormon
history is that of frederick kesler a resident of augusta
iowa when the mormonscormons arrived at nauvoo a millwright
who built mills for the mormonscormons from iowa and nebraska to
utah a major in the nauvoo legion and for forty three years
a bishop of the sixteenth ward in salt lake city

the kesler collection consists of fifteen day books and
account books dating from 1840 missionary journals of the
1840s twelve diaries dating from 11 april 1857 to 12 june
1899 correspondence 18571837185718971837189718571837 1897 and photographs of family
and close associates including joseph smith and brigham
young and considerable memorabilia of frederick kesler
and family also in the collection are numerous pamphlets
broadsidesbroadsides and other printed material some of which may
be unique

A few more of the more unusual items are two different
invitations to the picnicpic nic party at big cottonwood canyon

24 july 1857 a revelation of orson hyde in nauvoo directed
against james J strang 1846 a revelation of john taylor

13 october 1882 general joseph smith s views of the
powers and policy of the government of the united states
nauvoo 1844 an address of brigham young A series of

instructions and remarks at a special council 24 march
1858 and fast day proclamation 1889

223
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of all the items in the kesler collection however the
prize has to be a manuscript page of the book of mormon
11 I nephi 14 in the handwriting of david whitmer in a
signed statement bishop kesler relates how he acquired the
document it was removed from the cornerstone of the nau-
voo house in 1882 by lewis bidamon second husband of
emma smith and presented to joseph summerhays on 3

october 1884 some time later the manuscript was obtained
from summerhays by kesler it remained in his possession
and then in his heirs possession until it was given to the uni-
versity of utah library for further details on the manu-
script of the book of mormon see dean C jessee the
original book of mormon manuscript BYU studies spring
1970.1970

when the library acquired the kesler collection the
manuscript page was photographed and then carried to the
W J barrow laboratory in richmond virginia for deacid-
ification and lamination photocopies are available in the
special collections of the library

everett cooley
university of utah

everett cooley is former director of the utah state historical society and
former editor of the utah historical quarterly he isis now curator of special
collections at the university of utah
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